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GEOLOGY OF THE HA-VVAIIA:X ISLA:NDS 
By HAROLD 'l' . TEA R:'\ S 
.ABSTRACT 
A 1.Hief ·ummary of the geog1·aphy, climate, aud geon101·phology 
is gireu. Str ams develop slowly after t he extinction of a volcano 
becan~e of t he high permeability of th rock ·. Once e ·tabli h d t hey 
cnt rapi dly because of the steep ·lope· a ud fractu1·ed condi tion of 
the rock . tream erosiou varies enormously on different s lope of 
th . ame mouutain due to t he g r at differences in rainfall and to 
other <:au .·es. Six rea ·ous are given fo r the development of amphi­
theate1·-headet1 vall eys. Marin e ero ion has form d cliff a mu ch a 
1,000 feet hi gh on t he leeward sid and 3 000 feet high 0 11 th wind­
ward ~id e of .·ome of the domes. The islands have undergoue a com­
plex .·erie of emergence and ubmergen ce · leariug marine fossilif­
erons limes tone up to 1 070 feet above ea lernl and va lley drowued 
more t ha n l ,~00 feet. Twelve terrace le,·el · a re recognized. ome arn 
definitely eu tatic. 
A .-y11op ·i is given of the pre· u t knowl edge of t he geology of ach 
volca ni c monotain, a well a. a table of the r ock unit , aud geologic 
maps of all major island ·. The volcanoes pa · through fo ur major 
pha. e · betweeu birth and extinction and are built a1·01rnd one minor 
and two major rift zone: . The volcanoe began their history above 
·t·a le,·el in th Tertiary. Most of them became dormant either before 
or dt11·in , th early Qua.te rnary. Activity was renewed in the late 
Quaternary. l\fauna Kea wa gla ·iated in t he late l'l i tocene. The 
chn1·n ·ter of each i . let in the archipela "O i talmlated. 
INTRODUCTION 
Thi~ paper i a ynop. i · of the " olO"Y of the Ilawaiiau I ·land ·. 
The ,niter ha :pent 15 yea r ma ppiug the geology and ground-wate r 
resource of the i laud for the Geological Survey in finan cia l co­
operation with the TeITitory of Ha.waii. The interior of K a uai has 
not )·et been fully inve. tigated. The i let between Kanai and Mid­
way ha,·e been seeu ouly from a plane. This paper wa s written iu 
1939 but it publication ,ms delayed by the war. It ha been slightly 
revi ·ed .-iuce. 
The writer acknowled <re the valuable criti c.i m of Me . . rs. T. A. 
Ja r,g-ar. . E. M inzer G. A. l\Iacdonald . Ro ·, and M. H . 
'n 1·so11. Jame. Y. Xitta and Ben :Xorri pr pared the illu. trntion . 
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GEOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE 
The Hawaiian Archipelago i a group of i land , reef and shoals, 
trung out from southeast to northwe t for 1,600 miles between 
H,4° 40' and 178° 75' W . longitude and 1 ° 54' to 2 ° 15' N. latitude 
(fig. 1 and lower inset map, pl. 1). Exclu ive of Midway, which is 
an important airplane ba e and which for many years has been the 
site of a cab) tation the inhabited i land lie at the outhea t end 
of the archipelago. Ila waii i the largest and outhea t rnmost 
i land, and has the only active ol anoe ·. Ilonolulu, the principal 
city and capital, is on Oahu, 2,091 miles southwe t of San Francisco, 
and is a port of all for hips en route from the we t coast of rorth 
Am rica to the Antipodes and to the Orient. 
A detailed map . bowing submarin contours of the larg r islands 
i giv n in plate 1. The volcanic p ak which form the islands are 
hown graphically in relation to each other in the upper in et, plate 
1. Important data regarding the major i land are given in the ac­
companying tabl . 
Area , altitude, maximum dimensions, population, and principal city of each of 
the larg r i lands 






( mil es) 





R()U t h west 
----
Hawaii .... . . 4,030 13.784 87 .3 75 . 3 73,276 Hilo 
Maui ... .. . . . 728 10,025 25 .0 3 . 4 46,91!) ·wailuku 
Oahu . . . . . . . . 604 4,025 40 .0 26 .0 257,664 Honolulu 
Kauai ... .. . . 555 5,170 2-1. 5 29 .9 35,636 Lihue 
Molokai .. .. . . 260 4,970 10 .1 37.0 5,840 Kaunakakai 
Lanai ... . .... 141 3,370 13 .3 13 .0 3,720 Lanai City 
Niihau . .. ... . 72 1,281 0 . 7 9 .0 1 2 on e 
Kahoolawe . .. 45 1,477 0.4 10 . 9 1 one 
----
T otal . . . . . . . . 6,435 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 422,73 . .. . . . .. .. . 
• Acco rding to U. S. Cen sus, 1940. 
Explanation of Plate 1. 
The Contours be low - 10,000 feet lack control in many places . Lower inset 
map shows position of the Hawaiian Archipelago in the Pacific Ocean, and 
UPI er in et hows profil es of the volcanic pen ks of the mnin islands . The 
isl ets are l. Kaula ; 2. Kuakamoku; 3. Lehua; 4. Kalanipuao ; 5. Mokuaeae ; 
6. Mokuauia ; 7. Kukuihoolua ; 8, Mokolii ; 9. Kapapa; 10. Kekepa ; 11. Moku o 
Loe; 12. Moku Manu; 13. Mokol ea; 14. Papoia; 15. l\lokulua ; 10. Manana ; 
17. Kaohikaipu ; 18. Mokuoeo ; 19. Ford Island ; 20 . Mokapu; 21. Okala ; 
22. !\lokohola ; 23. l\fokuhooniki ; 2-1. Nnnnh oa ; 25. Moku Nnio ; 20. P oopoo ; 
27. Pnupeh e ; 2 . l\lokerhia ; 29. Hulu ; 30. Papnnui o Ko11 e · 31. K opuka ; 
32. Alau ; 33. Molokini ; 34. Puu Koae ; 35. Mokupuku ; 36. Paoakalanl ; 
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Although the i land are a t the northern margin of t he tropics, 
they have a subt ropical climate becau e cool waters from Bering Sea 
drift to the r egion. The temperat ure of the surrounding waters is 
about 10° F. lower than that of other reg.ions of the same latitude; 
and this relative coolness is, in part, t he reason for the poor develop­
ment of coral reefs . The ocean at Waikiki, Oahu, ranges from about 
70° to 85° F.1 The temperature of the air ranges from below freezing 
on the high peaks to about 97° F . at sea level on the leeward coasts. 
The Hawaiian !$lands lie in the belt of northeasterly trade winds 
which persist throughout the year, but are occasionally interrupted 
during the winter by outherly or "kona" winds which blow for only 
a few days at a time. The mean direction of the trade winds is not 
constant. Weather Bureau records for the decade following 1900 
show that the winds veered progressively to the east, but in late 
years they have shifted slowly back toward the north again. This 
change in the wind direction is important becau e the consequent 
shift in precipitation affects the erosive power of streams. 
Both the trade and southerly winds bring rain to the i land . The 
heavy storms usually come from the south. During such storms as 
much as 24 inches of rain has been recorded in four hours, and rain­
fall exceeding 20 inches in 24 hours has been recorded in several 
places. 
Winds blow across miles of ocean before reaching the i lands and 
con equently arrive laden with moisture. As they rise over the 
mountains, the winds are cooled and drop their moisture. The north­
eastern sides of the islands are usually wettest because the prevail­
ing wind is from that direction. The maximum precipitation occurs 
between altitudes of 2,000 and 6,000 feet depending upon the form 
and height of the island. Above 6,000 feet the precipitation de­
creases, making the high peaks emiarid. As the winds de cend the 
lee slopes, they become warmer, drying winds, causing arid and semi­
arid climates on the leeward sides of the i lands. On the island of 
Hawaii, where the mountains are sufficiently high to pierce the layer 
of trade winds, eddies result in prevailing southwest winds on the 
lee side so that the climate in the leeward districts is fairly wet. The 
annual rainfall ranges from 10 inches or less on the lee coasts to 
about 450 inches in the wettest belts. In one year more than 600 
inches of rain was recorded on the summit of Kauai at an altitude 
of 5,170 feet. 
Such islands as Kahoolawe and Lanai are relatively low and shel­
ter d from the trade winds b other islands and con equently are 
very dry. In windy ea ons ribbon- haped du t clouds from these 
two i land comm-0nly extend many mile over the ocean. 
1 A te mpera ture ot 90° F . wa s recorded ln August 1934, but this may have been an 
error b cause the readings nrn made by hotel attendants, and the second highest r eading 
Is 86° F. 
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Figure 1. inp nnd profllc of the Hnwniinn A 1·cbipclngo showing su h mar ine contours in feet. Exp lanation of numbe r s on facing page. 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 
The major islands are basaltic volcanic domes in various stages of 
dissection. Oahu and Niihau have the only extensive coastal plains. 
The great permeability of the coral rock and basalt has an important 
bearing on the geomorphology of the islands. For some time after 
the cessation of volcanic activity, streams are unable to develop 
water courses because the surface is highly porous. For example, 
even though the rainfall is high, stream channels are not developed 
on most of Kilauea Volcano. Because temperatures are uniformly 
high and, except on high peaks, not below freezing, chemical weath­
ering dominates over mechanical disintegration. Gradually thick 
lateritic soils form and reduce the porosity of the slopes, and stream 
courses are able to develop. Even though flashy, the streams are 
powerful agents of destruction because of the steep slopes and frac­
tured condition of the rocks. 
The amount of stream erosion varies enormously on the different 
lopes of the same dome. The northeastern lopes of the larger 
islands may be inci sed by deep canyons because of the high rain­
fall, whereas the leeward sides may have relatively small gulches. 
Anomalous physiographic relationships are common. On some of the 
domes, high fault scarps have protected one slope from lava flows 
while another slope was being covered. Differences in the age of the 
rocks on the two sides of a mountain give rise generally to vastly 
discordant stages of erosion ; for example, on the Waianae Range, 
Oahu, the leeward slope is older , hence much more eroded than the 
windward side.2 Further, the rate of erosion on a volcano may be 
slackened by the growth of another volcano to the windward, as 
happened when the Koolau dome cut off the trade winds from the 
Waianae dome (pls. 3- 6). 
2 Stearns, H. T ., Geologic map and guide of t he island of Oahu, Hawaii: Hawaii Div. 
Hydrograpby, Bull. 2, 1939. 
Explanation of figure 1. 
1. Unnamed shoal; 2. Bensaleux Reef; 3. Kure or Ocean Island; 4. Green 
Island; 5. Nero Bank ; 6. Midway Islands; 7. Gambia Shoal; . P earl and 
Hermes Reef ; 9. Lisianski Island ; 10. Fisher Reef ; 11. Minor Reef; 12. Neva 
Shoal; 13. Springbank Reef; 14. Laysan Is land ; 15. Maro (Dowsett) R eef; 
16. Raita Bank; 17. Gardner Pinnacles; 18. Two Brothers Reef ; 19. St. Ro­
gatien Bank ; 20. Brooks Banks; 21. La P erouse Pinnacle; 22. French Frigate 
Shoal; 23. Necker Is land; 24 . Nihoa; 25. Unnamed shoal ; 26. Kaula; 27. Nii­
hau ; 28. Kauai; 29. Oahu ; 30. Molokai ; 31. Lanai ; 32. Maui; 33. Kahoolawe; 
34. Hawaii. 
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Plate 2. Hala wa Valley, Molokai, a typical amphitheater-headed va lley. Photo by U.S.A.A.F·. 
The unusually high rainfall zoned by altitude, together with the 
steep radjal d1·ainage developed on alternating lay rs of weak and 
strong vel'tically jointed rocks dipping eaward, have produced on 
these islands a distinctive type of valley best des ribed a amphi­
theater-headed (pl. 2 and fig. 2 D). Most of the larger islands, 
except those vpn 'er •d with more recent lava, are inci ' ed by valley 
of th i type. Seve1·al factors are concerned in the development of 
amphitheater-headed valleys. 
r'igure 2. Diagram illu. truting the fo r mation of amphitheater-bended rnl­
Jeys. A. Youthful dome with radial drainuge. B. Detail of .-trenm piracy 
that lead to a master tream, the 11rec·ur or of an ampbithenter-hcacled ntl­
ley. C. 1\ atcrfalls ca used b.v alt rnating re. i taut and nonresistant b l of 
basalt. D. Dome with amphitbcnter-b adecl rnlleys formPtl by the nm ·ter 
trea m . 
1. Original ·lo1)e of t he , urfac<·: Stream.· that flowed originally 011 
slopes of auont 3° or le s have not developed amp hi theater-headed 
canyons· tho e t hat flow d on teeper lope have developed amphi­
theater·; for example, Manoa Stream on Oahu. The original :lope 
seems to be t he mo t fundamental influence contributing to the fol'­
mation of these valley . 
2. Al.t(.'ruate res istant and nonre i . tant b cl , n ually dipping 
down tream ( fig.:.,, '): The nonrc i ·taut clinker bed are undt•r ut 
brneath t h 1· si:tant layprs of d m;e ba$alt and form waterfall as 
th y a1·e ·11t hack. nch fall in 1·ea e in h ight as th y follo w the 
tlip up ·tream and tend to coale. e into one high fall. Mo t of the 
·treams han~ a "fall point'' aboY(.' which the :;;tream acti ,·ely inci. e: 
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it canyou iu th bedrock and b low which t he tr >am cu t · late t·a lly ; 
for xample Haiku tream Oahu, ha a 3. percent gradient below 
the fa ll point and an per nt gradient a bove t he point (droppinrr 
1,500 fe t in a horizontal di tance of 1,700 feet) . 
3. Raiufall and ·tr am captu1·e : The tream · f1owing more or le· · 
radially from the cent r of the dome a re spaced relatively far apart 
in the region of low altitude · and low rainfall (fi g. 2, A). With 
in crea ing altitude and rainfall , ·t r am increase in number for a 
uni t a rea and tream capture become · dominant (fi g. 2, B) . Thus, 
the catchment l>a ·in of t he ·tr am nlarge into an amphitheater 
near it onrce. Thi s proces i va ·tly more effe tive t ha u i t is on 
an ordinary linear mount ain range becau.·e of the radial pattern, 
or headward convergence, of the drainage on the upper part of the 
dome. The •7 t'Otmd water confined in the rocks of the dike omplex 
i tapped fir. t by the dominant str a ms, and tbi per nnial addi­
ti onal water a c l rate their· ability to capture new tr a m ·. ap­
ping by the pring al o widen the amphitheater. 
4. Plunge-pool action: aptured tributari s ntering a ma ·ter 
stream form coale. cin g plunge pool around t he amphitheatet· \\·all. 
The nanow ridge. between t he plunge pool ar undercnt a nd fa il 
under their O\\n weight, general1 y breaking off during heavy storm · 
al ong some layer of ash or cinder weakened by aturatiou and 
weatherin g. Landslidin g is a n active process in Hawaii, but the 
scar a1·c o,·erlooketl becau e t hey become covered o quickly with 
vegetation. After the "kona" ( ou therly) storm in November 1930, 
H new landslide: were counted in the upper Nuuanu Valle~·. Oahn. 
Stream of low gradi nt do not develop high waterfall and cou e­
qucntJy cannot form plunge pool large eno ugh to und ermin , the 
divides at the fall point. 
3. Cliff-fo1-m i11 g rocks: Rock mu t be competent to tand iu ,·er­
ti ·al or nearly verti al walls. Ba alt readily taud s in hi gh cliff . 
Vertical jointing common in basalt i a contribntiug factor to ·lteer 
wall s. If ro k · are weak, the sheer amphitheat r wa1l cannot de­
velop at the head of a vall y. 
6. Inclination of the bedding: Th attitude of the bed i. probably 
important, but in Hawaii wh ere strata rarely dip te ply, the part 
play d by this factor cannot readily be determined. teeply dipping 
beds, however probably mi ght not form beer wall 
Following overgra zin g a nd defore tation th wind has roded 
large qu a ntities of laterit ic oil from ·ome of the i. land . Kahoo­
lawe and Lanai are notable exampl e. . Wind rosion affect.·· locali­
tiei:! where more thau 100 inches of rain fall annnally if the surface 
become· bar throu h landslide or othe1· ca u ·er,. Iu the K a n Dis· 
tri ct Hawaii a h deposit are 50 fe t or more in thickne s. Dust 






appreciable part of the e depo its. On Oahu, Maui, Molokai, Kauai, 
Lanai, and Jiihau, dunes composed of calcareou beach sand and 
reaching heights of 100 feet, have drifted far inland. Most of the 
dunes are of late Pleistocene age and migrated inland when sea level 
was lower than at present. Some are now thoroughly lithified. 
Marine erosion is most effective on the northeast or trade-wind 
coasts where sea cliffs nearly 3,000 feet have been cut. Because many 
of the severest storms come from the south and southwest, however, 
the coasts facing the e directions-where not veneered by recent 
lava flows and not sheltered by other islands-also have high sea 
cliffs, some of which are 1,000 feet or more in height. Some sea cliffs 
have been retarded in their development by lava flows that have 
been eroded away (fig. 3). The sea cliffs generally plunge into deep 




Figure 3. Three stages showing the geologic history of a sea cliff veneered 
with lava . A . Before veneering. B. Immediately after emplacement of lava 
flow. c. Veneer removed by subsequent wave erosion . 
water or are kirted by low, emergent fringing reefs. The e facts 
indicate that the cliffs were cut when the sea stood lower than at 
present, possibly during glacial epochs when the temperature of the 
surrounding ocean may have been too cold for corals to build fring­
ing reefs. The high cliffs and great valleys have been cut simultan­
eously. 
As a result of submergence, all the large valleys are partly 
drowned. Drilling on Oahu indicates that submergence exceeded 
1,200 feet. On Lanai, fossiliferous marine sediments 1,070 feet above 
sea level and excellent beach deposits at 560 feet are demonstrable 
proof of large emergence. A complicated hi tory of emergences and 
submergence in Pleistocene time is shown by the geologic work now 
accomplished. Ancient shore lines determined so far are listed with 
the youngest at the top. 
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Ancient shor liu s in the Hawaiian Islands* 
.\pp n>xfmn t1~ 
altit LHl f' 
(fPe l Name of terrace 
ll .. .. . .. . .... • . .... . Present 
5 ... . ..... . ........ . Kapapa 
•2;:; . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . \Ynimanalo 
- GO±. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Waipio 
·Ki . . ......•... . .. .... Waialae 
70 ..........•.......... . Laie 
U:i ......... .. .... . ... . Kaena 
At>Proxlruate 
altitude 
(feet) l\ume of ter race 
- 300± ...... . ...... .. . . ... Kahipn 
55 .. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kahuku 
260±. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Olownlu 
560 . . . . .... .. . ......... Manele 
1,200± . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mahana 
- 1,200± .. . . . . . ...... . . . . Lualualnl 
• Two ~hvr lines 22 nnll 27 feet above mean sen level. 
A,- far a· i known all tenaces younger than the 260-foot halt are 
·011t<mla11t. i11<.licating that the. hore lines are eustatic. These strand 
li1ws tl en, loped l>eca 11 . e of changing ocean level whi h, in turn, de-
1wndt•tl 11po11 either chau"e in th volume of the polar icecap , or 
cl1n11)!e"' .in the configuration of the ocean floor, or upon both these 
cause::; c·cllllbiued. l'o ·sibly the older strands can be attributed to 
iso::.tnri c aclj u. tmeu t followin()' the tran fer underground of large 
rnh1 Ill<·: of magma 01· to preglacial eu tatic movements.3 This sub­
je<:t . l1o"·e1·e 1· a wa ib; additional tudy. 
l·:n,u though only a few mile. apart each volcano in the Hawaiian 
lslantl: ,rn built eerningly over a practically independent magma 
rt'st:>1·rnir: each ha an ero ional history peculiar to its height and 
l'mrn: ,rncl each differ somewhat in age from the· others. olcanoe · 
011 ,1<ljaceut island may have a more closely related hi tory than 
those on the ame i land, because the number of volcanoes incorpo­
rat<-'<1 in any particular island depends on the pre ent level of the 
oct>au and i.:, therefore, entirely fortuitous. If the present ocean level 
were Jowe1·ed 2 000 feet, an entirely different grouping of volcanoes 
aud asseml.Jlage of island would appear; for example, Maui, Molo­
kai, and Lanai would be joined if the sea fell 250 feet ( fig. 26) . 
Becau ·e of individual characteristics, the geology of each volcano is 
given briefl.'" in the following pages. For convenience in locating, 
volcanoe: al'e discn sed under the name of the island. 
• Stenrn,. II. 'l' .. Eustatic shore lines In the Pacl-Oc: Geo!. Soc. America Bull. , YOI. (10, 
pp. 1071- 10 7 , HH5. 
• ee Supplement for revi sion o( this table. 
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Piute 7A. "Curtain of fire" formed by coulescing Ja\·a fountains along fl ure on 
th e floor of l\Iokua weow o a lderu , ,c'\.pril , 1040. 




The Hawaiian I land are a chain of hield- haped ba. al t ic dome 
built over a fl ur 1,600 mil long in th o ean fl o r. 'l'hi - tectonic 
feature ha· existed probably inc at 1 ast Middle Tertiary· but it 
not known whether the fl ure i a tear along t h Test of a fold, 
a simple ten ion crack, a group of echelon fault bou11d i ng a raised 
block, or a st rike-slip fault .4 The lava now ri es along ten ·ion l'ack. 
bounding 1oz n e-shaped block trung out lin arly from on thea:l 
to northwe t. Th \'ent are paced about 25 miles apart. 
Exposed parts of t he dome contain by volnme le.- t han one-half 
of 1 perc nt of expl o ive debl'i , thus indicating the domiua11ce of 
lava outpourings. The fl ow range from a few in che.- to 900 feet in 
tbicknes ·, but most of t hem are from 10 to 30 f et. Phreatic a nd 
phreatomaO'matic explo ion haYe o curred paringly. 
The main bulk of t he dom con ·ist of lava b cl dipping 3° to 
20° away from t heir ource a nd ra1·ely ·eparated eYen by thin . oil 
bed thereby iodica ting rapid accumnlation of .flo,, s ·uch a is tak­
ing place now on Manna Loa Volca no, Hawaii. Thin ,o il s between 
the flows in some volcanoes, . how t hat the time in terval epa rat ing 
eruption len O'thened toward the lo e of t he dome-building poch. 
Many of the e oil bed are lecompo ·eel vitri c t uff whi ch, durin g t he 
early pha e of rnption, generally i clepo ited i n mall quantitie: 
by lava fountain at the Yent . 
Fis ure eruption charact dze Hawaiian rnlca.uoes. The 11 ual 
eruption i preceded by a few li ght arthquakes as t hf ground opens 
to allow the exi t of the magma. The e fl ure are a few inche to a 
few feet wide, and during t he rapid dome-building epoc h a rc limited 
to definite rift zone (pl. 1). The widest single dike kno\\'n in Hawaii 
is 40 feet aero , but the av rage wid t h i about 2 fe -t. E rupt ions 
often begin wit h a lava fo un tain which i cau ed by frothing at the 
top of the lava column when pre ·ure on the enc lo ·ed ga. e i. re­
lea eel (pl. 7 ). If effervescen e is li ght, a line of patter cone 5 to 
50 feet high is buil t; if volumioou , a line of cinder cones 50 to 300 
feet high results. River of pahoehoe pour from th fis. ure · but a it 
flows down the mountainside, the lava usually changes to aa. ome 
of the lava flows entering the ea di rupt violently and build frag­
mental cones. Recorded eruptions have la t cl from a few hou rs to 
10 month , and t he flow have ranged in l ngth from a few f et to 35 
miles. The discharge of juvenile water increase.- in direct proportion 
to the amount of effervescence. Profile of typical cognat secondary 
cones superimposed on the great lava domes are . bown in figure 4. 
' Betz, F. ancl Hess, H. H. , The floor or the North Pacific Ocean: Geogr . Rev., vol. 32, 
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Fignr 4. Pro tit le's of eog 11 a tc ·eeoucla r~· cone . Asb cone after on olicln tion 
a re called t uff co nes. 
Increa.·e<l kno,,·h>dge r egal"(li11 g the gt>ology of t he island seems 
to iudi cute t hat alJ Ilawaii an \"01 auoe.· pa.- t lnou h t he follo wing 
more 01· l e ·. s imilar stages in deYelopmeu t (fig. 5) . 
Rtnge 1.-Building of a rnkano from the oc:ean fl oor to i;:ea level. 
D11r i11g thi 11bmari11e pha,:e, the rnlcauo in development probably 
fays do wn ·hi , fl y pill o w la m: and produ ces large qu a ntities of ah 
and p um ice a. a r s ult of the contact of the magma with ea water. 
\\'hen a co ne fir . t ri ses a born , ea le,·e l H i ompo ed larg ly of 
weakl,Y co nsoliclnted ash whi ·his rapidly erocll'd by t he ea. Shortly 
nf'tennu·cl. lara fl o ws ,·eneer the ·one, a nd the er o ·iye effectiveness 
of " ·a ,·e nciion i s g reatly de TPa:ed . 
!age ~.- 011<:e the ·o ne i .- aborn sea le ,·el, t hin i:; heet of highly 
fluid prirnitin~· type o li,·iue basalts are rapidly poured ou t u ually 
from on min o r and hro m a jor l'ifts as well as from a small crater 
a t t heir inter·sc ·t io11. E ,·entnally a r-;hield · haped dome i built. In 
th clomi 11 nntly o li,·in e·IH'aring basnlts, sm,i ll feld par phenocry t 
Hl'e ·ommon and pyroxe11, ph e 11 oc rysts are inder one el­
dom form. l ·snall y a r elit i . l' ither a fis.-ure bord r d by low . patter 
heaps 01· au open ing ·011<:Pal d by a fla t mound of pahoehoe. A few 
thin beds of lit·hi · allll ,·itri · inft may be cl po. itcd. Because ihe 
.-ul'f';ice is highly por·ons and the time intenal between erup tion. is 
,:hort, sf1·e,1111 ero.-ion i · nonexi.-tent. All Hawaiian volcanoe hare 
pn,-se<l thro 11 gh this yonth fnl stage. 
Stagl' :{.- Th e rnkano gradu a lly coll a pses o,·er the ,·en t areas to 
fonn a ca lde1·n. on th e .-nmmit (p l. ) ,l rHl hallow grabPn along the 
mnjo1· rifts. '!'he compos ition of th' lan1.- doe not change appreci­
ably. 1101· <lops the time intel'\'al betw n rnption J ngth n. Lams 
pond •cl in l'lose l fault ba,-in. ar ,·r r.v mas. ive, howe,·er and in 
phy,-i<:al appl'._nan' ditf r greai ly fr-om th pre- a lclera la m . ·wheu 
e r·o<lecl i ht>,Y form s heer cli ffs which 11 .-uall.v .-how columnar ·trn c· 
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Oppo lte page: Plate . Summit of ,\lauua Loa Yolcano ·bo1Yi11:; ,\Jokna ­
weoweo Caldera and the pit craters on the southwe t rift after n tlnl'l'y or 
snow. Mauna Kea in the background. Photo by .S.A.A.F. 
ture. Lithic and vitric tuff beds may be developed mol'e frt'quently 
than in the first pha e. The highest wall of the caldera 11. nally 
bounds a egment between the two rift zones which iuter ·e t at an 
obtuse angle. Generally the seaward lope of this high ,mil cea !'; 
to be flooded with lavas; and as a re ult, canyon are eroded into 
it, while flows continue to veneer the other slopes. Sea cliff are 
another characteristic feature of the high-walled slope. Two distinct 
physiographic stages may exi t , therefore, on the ame volcauo. 
}fauna Loa, Kilauea and Lanai are now in this volcanic phase. 
The other domes have passed through this stage. The West )Iolokai 
dome adjacent to the summit collap ed but apparently a caldera 
did not form. 
Stage 4.-When the volume of the lava poured out exceed. the 
amount of the collapse, the caldera and grabens are partly or en­
tirely obliterated. Time interval between eruptions grow progt·es­
sively longer, and the composition of the lava may change ·lowly or 
abruptly to more feldspathic types. Trachyt , andesite, or clo ely 
related rocks are laid down in thick sheets, chiefly a aa flow . In 
this pha e, the more highly ferromagnesian lavas u ually contai11 
large phenocry ts of one or all the following minerals: p:,roxenr, 
olivine, and feldspar. Peridotitic and gabbroic cognate iuclu. ions 
are common . High lava fountain which build large cinder cone 
characterize most eruption·, and bulbou dome may be formed (fig. 
6). Vitric tuff bed increase in number and thickness. Tbe profile 
of the dome steepens and becomes tudded with cone. . ome of the 
vents lie outside of the rift zones. Ero io11 ha re ulted in lo al 
unconformities between some of the flow . Hnalalai, Mauna Kea, 
and Kohala domes are in this phase. 
Volcanoes passing through this pha e take either of two courses. 
One is the course followed by We t Maui Kobala, and Ea t Molokai 
in which the primitive olivine basalt are succeeded by (1 ) a thin 
incomplete veneer of olivine porphyritic basalt u. ually carrying 
augite phenocry ts, (2) a relatively hort pau. e, and (3 ) eruptions 
of oligoclase andesites and trachytes which form an incomplete ve­
neer and add only a few hundred feet of la, a to the summit of the 
volcano. The econd is the cour e followed by Haleakala and )fauna 
Kea in which no inactive p riod occurs, trachyte and oligocla e 
andesites ar rare or absent, and andesine andesites dominate but 
are interbedded with both olivine ba alt and picrite ba alts carry­
ing large augite pbenocry t . The e lavas may add everal thousand 
feet to the h ight of the volcano. 
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Figu re 6. Sections of typical bulbou~ domes. A to C shows formation of common bulbous dome underlain 
with cinder . D. Puu Waawaa, Hawaii. E. Andesite dome and flow. F . Trachyte bulbous dome and flow. 
Stage 5.-Marine and stream erosion partly d stroy the volcanic 
dom . The effectivene s of the e a 0 ents depends upou the height, 
which determines the rainfall, and the exposure, whether the i laud 
lies to the lee of another. Those which have been in this stage for 
a long period develop fringing reefs, high sea cliffs, and deep valleys. 
Stage 6.- Deep submergence partly drowns the islands and exten. 
sive fringing reefs develop. Barrier reefs may develop or the growth 
of coral may be interrupted by secondary volcanic eruption. as 
shown in the next stage. 
Stage 7.-A rejuvenation of volcanicity occurs and secondary 
eruptions occur. These lavas, extruded in middle(?) and late Pleis­
tocene and Recent times, commonly contain either nepheline or 
melilite or both minerals. The basalts may contain or lack pyroxene, 
feld par, and olivine phenocrysts. Peridotitic and gabbroic cognate 
inclusions are usual. Vitric or crystal-lithic-vitric tuffs may be wide­
spread. The latter result chiefly from phreatomagmatic explo ions. 
These lavas are unconformable upon extruded rock of all tin pre­
ceding pha es, a fact that clearly points to the intervention of a long 
erosion cycle. The domes of Haleakala, West Maui, East folokai, 
Kahoolawe, Koolau, Waianae, Kauai, and Niihau are in this volcanic 
phase. Many of these later vents show no clo e relationship to the 
ancient rift systems of the volcanoes on which they are formed. 
Many lie on north-south rifts, especially on Niihau, Kauai, and 
Oahu. 
Stage 8.-If submergence continues or the island is planed off by 
marine and stream erosion during the fluctuating eas of the Pleis­
tocene an atoll may develop on the eroded and submerged volcanic 
mass. The atolls in the leeward part of the arcltipelago w re formed 
in this manner. 
A correlation of the stratigraphic rock units in the Hawaiian 
Islands is given in the accompanying table. 
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Stratigraphic rock units in the Hawaiian Islands 
OahuJuul Molokai
Ap Nllhau Lanai 
WalanaellanpHoary Htad West MolokaiKau&l lloontala Koolaa Rans• Eut Molokai 
Coral nu Coral ftllHlltorle 
YOIUl(er &Uu,'lum, DD· 
Yoonser allurium, un- Youna;er allurium andYooncer allu,ium, playa Younser allu,lum and Youo,er allurlum andconaolldated calcattOUI Yoonser allu,lum andYounser allarium and COOIOIJdated be&cb and UllCODIOIJdated cal-uncouaolldated calcar- uncon,olldated cal-depodla , and UIICOO- bead! and duae de- UJICOOIOlidat<d cal-duae dtJ)Olita, anduucoaoolidated ealcar- ca...., beach and..... be&cb and e&rOOIII be&cb andIOIJdated calcattOUI J)Olita, and youncer careous beach deJ)OCllaReaal ...,. be&cb and duae 1oonser rocu 1a U>• dune depoltta dune dtpoaltaduae dtporltalleadlandduaesand roeta ol tile Koloa dtJ)Olitl Honolulu rolc:anlc,olcanJc 1ertea 
..r1..-----------Localancoalonnlty------------------------------------------------------
WU>la.d calcarOOIII WU>llled cil......,. WU>la.d eal......,. 
doua, emerced maria• Lllhllled calcarOOIII Lllhllled calcar..., duaea, ,merced dune&, emerced marlue Emerced manae llm•­ Lllhllled calcar.ous 
11-, duu.. of duues, oldtr allu,lum , dun.. and older marlae llmestoue, llm..too,, older allu-
Wthlfted calcareout 
rtone, older allu,l.um, dune,, merced marinedun.. and older 
Kalaupapa bualt, limestone. and older 
alladum, and Klekle Koloa ,olcaulc 1trt.. Kolekole ,olcaolca la u,, Honolulu ,01-
•olcaolc and, older and oldtr rocks ol U>e tllunum oldtr tllu,lum, and ,tum, and oldtr rocu allu,tum 
and Mokuboonltl luff aUurlum
----------orut erooooal unconlonnlty ......__._.______..,.,,_._._____.,.,,._.________._.................. .,.,, _________......,._______............,_____.........,olcanle .... 1.. caolc terl., 
I IE. Molokai ,olcanlc I PU...neand IWalmea •olcaolc terlea; Illaupu ,olcanlc ,.r1.. ; IWal&nae ,olcaolc I IW. Molokai ,olcaolcPanlu ,olcanlc ..ri.. caldera-ftlllnc (upper) ealdtra-ftlllnc and terl.,; upper, lower, Koolau and luilua oerl.. ; upper, lower, Lanai rolcaulc aerlt1 older and ..tra-caldera enra-caldtra memben and alddle 111cmbtn rolcaolc ....i.. ..ri.. and caldera comp!.. 
(lower! -ben llltJllben 
llaul Hawaii 
Ap lubool&ft 
West llaul Eut Maul Kohw lloontala llauua Loa Voleano llauua Kea Hual&W Volcano Kilauea Volcano 
Hlitorlc lied to... 
Youncer tllu,la and 
Voleaolca of 1750 ( I) 
Youncer allurlum, un-
Hlitorlc member of the 
Ku rolcaolc ....i.. 
and modftow of 1868 
You.ncer a.llaJJu.m, un~ 
couaolldat.d calcattOUI 
beach dtl)Ollta, ,ol-
Hlitorlc member of tbe 
H uaWal ,olc:anlc 
Rrl... (Volc:anlca of 
1800-01) 
lllttorlc member of the 
Puna ,oleanJc serJ ta 
UneoolO!idated eal-
carOOlllbu.dtand Youn,tt allaTlum, UD· 
couolidated calcattOUI 
be&cb dtporlla, and 
caulcaanddunes, 
,ttrlc uh dtJ)Olitl , UDCOCIJOlidat<d calcar-
Yoancer &llurlam, un· dul>edeporlta couolldated be&cb and black And dun.. Black and duues, and and upper member" .... be&cb dtJ)OCltl, Blacl: sand dun., , and 
keuot COOIOUdated calcanout dune deporlta, and U>e l)fflllstorlc member the La•pahoehoe •ol- and Yoonser roctt prehistoric member or 
beach deJ)OClll and YOUIICtt rocka la the ol the luu ,olcaulc caolc ....i.. ol the Pfflllatoric the Puna ,olcanlc 
l&tt rolcaolca Hana ,olcaolt oerlt1 oerlca member ol the Hual&lal ,er-tea 
,olcanlc 1tr1ea----------Local unconlonalt,---------------------------------------------------Cllaclal dtJ)Olita, older 
Emer&td - u... .-. older tllo,lum,
Older tllmaaPlelatocme and Lahalna ,olcaolc ....... 
luoPo modllo,r, older 
allurium, and oldtr 
rocu In the Hana 
rolcanlc ter1.. laclud-
ln1 tbe Klpahulu 
.....ber 
Older •ll•rium, P&hala 
ub , and Hnl rol-
canlc ..ri.. 
Plloceae and I~ rolcaalc aer1..1Hoooluarolc:anlcoerlea IKola ,olcanlc ..,1.. IHonomanu ,olcaolc ..,1.. Pololu rolcanlc ..,,.,older ==- WaUuko ,olcanlc ..ri.. 
P&hala ub and Kahoku 
,olc:anlcterlca 
Nlnol, ,olcanlc ...1.. 
&11a,h111, 10ftr mem· 
bet ot tho Laupaboeboe 
,oleanlc Rrl.,, Palaia 
uh, and YOUn&er roela 
In the Hamakua ,ol-
eantc oerlt1 
Oldtr uue,..-i rocu 
In tbe llaaakua ,ol-
....1c ..r1.. 
Pahala uh and older 
roctt ot the Rualalal 
rolcaolc teri., la-
cludla& tbe Wuwu 
,olcanJcs 
l'nlbabll' detp uuexpooed 
rock& lb tbe Hualalal 
,olcanJc 1trles 
Pwla ub and H111na 
rolcanlc .... 1.. 
I I I I I 

Oppo ·ite page, top: Plate DA. H11l <'1111111man i11 Prnp tio11 , ept<'mlJPr G. 1034. 
Bottom: Plate OB. Lu,·a cas(·llclC' 400 fP<'t bi!,[h on ,,.nil of IJalcm1111n u111. PP· 
tember 7, 1!)34. Photo by .S .A.A.1<'. 
ISLAND Oli' HAWAII 
The i81and of Hawaii co 11si stF; of Jhc ,·o lca noe ·, namely . )Janna 
Kn. (i:l,7-! feC't) , M,rnnn Loa (1:3.G79 f t), H nala lai. ( ,2G l feet) . 
Koha la (i),G O:'i fr e t ) a ucl Kila1wa (4,0-!0 feet) (p l. 9). Fi~urc 7 i s 
a map of ITawaii howin g- the hi stori c lara flow s. 
156' 155° 
o 10 2omiles 
Ei=-a:::::::,=;;a= - ""'"""""".e c:::::ie+"""'
156 ° 155° 
Figu r!' 7. :ll up of H awaii showi11~ hb;iori c; larn flows . . \ f te r G. A. l\lnc·dona ld . 
Jf MAM JJ A ION O J' M A lf J JA I OND 
u,. 
J,MAMJJAIONO ., ,.,.,.,.,.,o • o 
KILA._. •-A LOA 
Figure 8. Graph showing periods of activity of K ilauea and 
Mauna Loa volcanoes. (R evised by Macdonald and Hubbard, 
Volcanoes of the ational Parks in Hawaii, 1965.) 
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During the past century Mauna Loa has averaged one outbreak 
in the caldera for every 3;1 years, and has produced a lava flow 
erer:, 6 years.5 Kilauea has contained a lava lake for years at a 
time, but since 1800 has produced only seven flows outside of its 
ca ldera (fig. 8). The only recorded eruption of Hualalai was in 
1 00- 1801. Mauna Kea and Kohala have not erupted in historic 
time. 
Hawaii, except for the windward slope of Kohala is little dis-
sected. The only perennial streams are on the northeastern slopes 
of Manna Kea and Kohala. The high permeability of the fresh lavas 
forming the surface of Kilauea, Mauna Loa, and Hualalai inhibit the 
derelopment of permanent streams. Large areas on these mountains 
are co,·ered with black rock and are bare and devoid of vegetation. 
The onthwestern side of Kilauea is a desert. 
The lavas of Manna Loa interfinger with the lavas of Kilauea, 
Hualalai, and Mauna Kea. The lavas of Mauna Kea interflnger with 
the latest lavas of Kohala Mountain. The 25-foot shore line has been 
found ou Mauna Kea but not on Hualalai, Mauna Loa, or Kilauea. 
Marine conglomerates reach a height of 260 feet and stream terraces, 
a height of 1,100 feet on Kohala Mountain. Thus, Kohala Volcano 
beca m extinct before all others on the island. It is probable, how­
erer. that all except Kilauea have been active simultaneously since 
some time in the Tertiary. The stratigraphy given in the accompany­
ing rnbl and the distribution of the rock units shown in figure 9 
hare been recently completed. 6 The mountains are described in order 
of height. 
' Jnggn r , T. A., Hnwnilnn Volca no R esea rch Assoc., Volcano Letter , oo . 443 , p. 1, Jan. 
1937. 
• tenrn s, H. '!'. , und Mncdonn ld , G. A., Geo logy nod grouod-wnter resources ot the 
I slnnd of H awai i : Howoii Dh•. H~·drography, Bull . 9 ( in pr ess). 
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Stratigraphic rock units in the island of Hawaii 
(The volcnnlc r ocks of Mnunn Lon, Mnunn Kea, and Hualalal, those of Mnuna K en and K ohala, and those of l\iauna Loa and Kilauea lntcrtlngeT) 
Age Hualalal Kobala Mountain Mnunn Loa Kilauea Mnuna Ken 
Historic 
Historic member of the 
Hualalai volcanic se-
ries (1800-01) 
Historic mem- Mudber of the 
Kau volcanic flow 
series of 
Unconsollda ted alluv- ( 1832-1942 ) 1868 
Historic member of the 






Prehistoric member of 





Upper mem- alluvial 






the Hualalal volcanic 
series 
Pahala ash (exposed 
on Waawaa volcanics 
only) 
Prehistoric member of 
the Kau volcanic se-
ries 
Fluvial conglomerates 
Pahala ash (not dif-
~feren tia ted) ash 
Prehistoric member of 






Glacial debris and flu vial 
conglomerates 
Lower member of the Laupa-
hoehoe volcanic series 
Local erosional___ 








Waawaa volcanics and 
lower unexposed part 
of Hualalai volcanlc 
series 
Kahuku 
Rawi volcanic series volcanic 
series 
Great erosional unconformity 
INinol e ,·ol ·a nic series Pololu volcanic series 
155"'00' 
0•==---1-=0==--•20. Mlle~ 
By H.T. Stearns and G.AMacdona Id -- ,!ll>O' 
1924, 1940-431 
106"'00' 30' 1,,-00-
KOHALA MAUNA KEA MAUNA LOA KILAUEAt~.,tb~~ MOUNTAIN tlo~ ~ 8!! v=o ·l{vk~~j,° i o u Hle-t.o rlc."i I ~ HJ::°:.'c~ le vee 
i u Rece nt.l av.. ] [=:J ~0 jjilJ i3V3S !~ F7777l > ' I I ' I I I.Jl  1111' :x:o rLLL.LJ ;! mrnn ~ C=:J 
j UlllllJ il Prehia...,6c ~ Preh l atono 
8 ~ Plele-t.ocen• l aws sz lava~ i, levaaj"'  > P1~::::rlc ~ ~ 1.. 1~ w..~:•nlcs ~ He makua. volcan ic Kahuku Hilin8 volcan ic 
iij A.pumice con • volc a nic ••riea,ca~d by volcanic .s,eriea , aer ies, capped
C, 8 , trachyt..e lava flow eerlea ~ha la aeh cepptK.I by by Pe hala a.ah 
Pahala a&h 
Wi GREAT ER8S10NALz UNCONF RM ITY o~bN~~~ 
~l -Fblolu volcan ic M r-i•• N lnole volcanic aeries 
~ Cinder and spattercones ard pit crater• 
Figu re 9. Geologic map of the i land of Hawaii. Faults omitted. 
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iL\l; xA K~:A.- 'Ihis mountain j t he highest in nlar peak on the 
earth (pl. 10 ). now mmally remain th l'011gho11t t he yea1· in one 
place on the ·ummit. The dome is 30 mil e a TO, • and ·tudd d with 
cinder con mo t of which al'e near the top and clustered into zone 
indicating that th volcano wa built over rift trending nol'thea. t­
ward outhward, and we ·tward . 
The lower lope· of th m untai n, e pecially the high plain of 
Waimea, are blanketed with tan-colored a h depos it .. Mo t of this 
material is fine-grain d ffrefonota in debi'i wafted from the numer­
ou · cinder cones nearby. 7 tream have cut narrow ga hes in the 
windward lope and Laupahoehoe Gul h conta in an intracanyon 
flow. At it mouth i a flat of pahoehoe o recent that very little oil 
has formed on it. Obviou ly Mauua Kea poured out this lava after 
a canyon more than 400 fe t deep had been cut. 
The volcanic of Mauna Kea are divided into t wo erie L,y G. A. 
Macdvnald. The older or the Harnakua vol an ic rie form the 
major part of t he mountain a nd is chiefly primitive olivine ba ·alt· 
with picrite-basalts carrying olivine and augite phenocry t and a 
few aude ite. in its upper part. It usually carl'ie a blanket of tan­
colored vitric Paha la a h 4 to ff feet thick and i ' eparated from the 
o,·erlying Laupahoehoe volcanic erie by the presence of the ash 
blanket and the porphyritic picrite-ba alt . Interbedded with t he 
Hama kua lava near the ummit are everal beds of )jthic-vitric 
explo ion breccias reaching 90 feet in th icknes . The Laupahoehoe 
volcanic erie are predominantly ande ine ande ite but olivine 
ba ·alt are also pre ent. 'l'he lavas of thi serie form a thin veneer 
o,· r the upper part of the cone, reaching a maximum thickne at 
the summit. 1'hey are characterized by many bort flow and bulky 
inde1· cone . Th top of the mountain above 11 000 feet i. a plateau 
that may lie cau. ed by t he Laupahoehoe vol an ic rie filling a cal­
dera iu the Haruakua volcanic serie . ix Recent flow , which are 
all ande ite , compri e the upper m mber of the Laupahoehoe vol­
canic serie . They are rno,·tly black and bare and differ from the 
Java. in the lower membel' of the Laupahoehoe er ies only in their 
youthful appearance and beca.u e tho e abo,·e 10 500 fe t overli e gla­
cial drift. The. indicate that Mauna Kea became extinct in Recent 
time. 
7 Wentworth, C. K. , As h formation s of the Tslnnd Ha wail: Hnwnllnn Volcano Obsen·n­
tory, 3rd Spec. Hept., p. 57, l93 . 
Oppo ·ite page: Plate 10. Vi w of ummits of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa 
rnlca11oes. Photo by U.S.A.A.F. 
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A g-ln ier al>ont -50 feet thi ·k co\'er ed tlw top of t he mountain dur. 
ing the \\' i c:ons iu g la ·ia] stage a8 s ho \\'11 by morain sand gl a<:iated 
al'e,18 ,1bo,·e 10 :mo fr t . 'l' he glacia l vid e11 ce was disco,·e l'ed .in 1909 
an<l clPtail8 ha re bee n des ·1·ilwd more r ecen tly_!> 'l' lnee old r dtift · 
han• 1Jee 11 cl escr ibe<1 ,10 lm t t hese ha ,·e 1Je n fonnd to li> fanglom erate 
n11cl expl o,; ion dqw.· it ·.11 
)f.H· :-. ., Lo,1.- )J a 1111 a Loa i8 a shi e ltl -shapetl tl orne al>ont liO mile 
lon g ,111<1 :w milrs ,,·itl e (pl. 10) . lt i one of the mo. t proli fi · lava 
1n·<HI 11 ce1·s 011 t·,nth. A ft, 11· cincl •1· c:011 08 I ie on itf; slope.· and in the 
s11111111i t l'a l<l e 1·a, )lok11a,,·0cl\1"eo. Th e ca l lera re: nl ted from coll ap.e 
and is g r·o 11· i11 g ur'oaclP1· thronµ:h coa lesc nee \\'.ith adja c nt p.it ra­
te1·s (pl. 8) . It i s 110,v ,1hout 1 !),:;oo fee t 1011µ:. !),:WO fel't ,,·id t• , and 
!HlO [eet deep. Dm·inµ: l't' ·t•11t yt• ;t n ;, I.1rn. pon1·ecl from fi 8s tne: a ncl 
c·ont•s 0 11 its fl oor ancl 1·.im, lrns l1 ec• 11 filling- t he dt•pn•:,; ioll s, an<l a 













Fi;.;-un• 10. Gnq>h S< h o 11i11;.: th e l oc·nt ion au<l nltitu<ie of Prnptio11.· o f ) lau11n 
Loa Vol ca no , 1 32-1942. 
Jl Huna Loa li'as \\'Cll -<l e fin ed :o nt h1\' est and 11 or tlH'ast rift zones 
an cl a ,1·e,1kly dc,·elop(•t1 nol'th r·ift 7,0 ll t' (pl. 1 . 1lo8t e!'llpt ion . ta r t 
as hig-h. shOL't-lil'(•<l lam fountains in t he ealcl ern , th en cha nge to 
out pn111·i11gs of ln\'a from \'cnts at lo ,1·c1· altitndt' · along the r ift.. 
The loC'ation a nd alt itntl <> of th e crnpl'ions a r·e ,;ho w11 in fig11 1· 10. 
8 Dal.r. R. A .. l'rolJlP111s of thr l':11·itk Tslnn<ls : Arn . . lou r . Sci .. 4 t h se r ., YO!. 41. p . 
17 :1 . l Ul U. 0 Grrgo r.v, H . E. nnd \\"pnt wonh, C. K .. Crt·n~ral ff'nt 11r("s n nd G lncinl gcolog-y 
of .\1 111111:i. K Pn. ll a w ni i: G N• I. So~. A111,•ri c·a Bull .. YO!. 4 . pp. l 71 fJ - l 74 2. D ec. 1. 193 7. 
1• \\'p11t w o rrh. C'. K . a11 cl I n w Prs, \\-. E .. )l 11ltipl~ !!l ;1el11tion of )!a unn K en, llnwnli: Geo!. 
~ O(', .·\ 111('l'i(·:t B11 \I.. ,·o l. :i:l. pp. 11 n:i- t :l 1!,;, .\ 11)!. J!) .J] . 11 St t'H rns. 11. 'I' .. (.;Iaeint Ion of 
~l a11111l K t>n. Jl a wa ii: Ut·ol. S1.1 c· . .Amt>ri<"H Hu ll.. nil. r.r.. pp. :lli7- 274 . 10 -1 5. 
,:: Stf'a r11 :--. IL 'I' . . .-uul 'la rk . \\'. 0 .. (;rolo;.:y an d w,,ter r t-1:-:ot1 rees of th e K nu Di t ri ct, 
ll a\\'ai i : · . .' . Geo!. 811 n ·1•y \\' ntPr· ' upply l'aper 6 1(; , 11. 15:;, 1 930. 
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The southwest rift probabl.} produce· submarine flows al~o. 'fhe 
outh and southeast sid es of t he rnlcano are broken by chelou fau lt 
arranged in t wo pattern . Oue distingui . h d l>y the nort hea:-terly 
trike of the faults is t he most com mon. The other with radial fanlts 
is be t devPloped in the :outhwest rift zone. Displacement along a 
few faults has otc11ned in hi. toric t ime. ome of the scarps in the 
southea t. lope reach height. of about GOO fe t . 
On the south east slope a h depo ·its, atta ining a thickness of 5;-; 
feet, blanket the lower slopes of the mounta in. Th bed i · ·omposed 
of wiud-blown dust from the a8h d po its in t he Kan Desert, ash 
from explo iou at Kilauea,1 a and fine ,·itric material from cone ou 
Mauua Loa aud Manna Kea. 
A number of radial ridge. prnject a boYe the 1enc1·al ·lope of 
Manna Loa in the so uthea. t :lope. 'I he ridges a re believed to repre­
·ent divides behn•en ·auyo,rn sev ra.l thom;and feet deep which were 
eroded in Ma un a Loa aucl later pa1·tlJ fill ed with Jan1 Aow ·. 14 l\Ia uu a 
Loa app•ats, t herefore, to be a u eroded ma · probably a old as 
Kohala Mountain. The volcano may ha,·e been completely iuacthe 
durin" the ero:iou of the rn ll eys a lth ough a hi gh fa ult escarpment 
migh t have bol'de1·ed the 11 mmit ca ldera and fo r a long t im sh ielded 
the di trict from lam fl ows. Because of the fairly high rainfall iu 
the area and the Ol'i g ina lly steep gradients of t he .-tl'eam · tumbling 
over fau lt C'c,np meut.-, 1hes • canyo n may hine been cut in a rela­
t i rely short time. 
A typi ·al el'Upti on of Mauna Loa be«in. with a fume cloud ri:in« 
·e,·eral mil e · and larn fountains n •aching height of er ra l hundred 
feet (p l. 11A ). 'J'hese fo11n taim; enip t from long crack: a few feet 
wid e and e,·entu a lly merge into ,·erih- of mo lten lava1hle cu r ta in : 
(pl. 7). ~t fir. t they do no t produce cone:,;, but t he de ·cendi ng lan1 
flows a ,\·ay as frothy pahoehoe {pl. 118 ) . Some pumice fa lls clo ·e to 
the fountain·, but most of it floa ts a way on t he lar a stream, t houah 
small quantitie: of pumi ce and Pele's hair a re blown a way by t he 
wind. Generally wi thin a few day or a ,,·eek, the fountains die down 
leavin" spatter ramparts or chains of patter a nd cinder coues a long 
t be fissure . 
e ually g r·eat quantities of hi ghly fluid la n:1 are rapidly poured 
out during an ernpti ou. At its source th la va is genera ll y paho hoc 
hut change to aa in i ts ru ·h clown t he mounta in. At t he su mmi t, 
flow. a re u:ua ll y less than (j feet thick and most often onl y a few 
" Stenrnij, rr. •r.. ThP Pxplosl ve pbn fiP of Kilnupo Vo l cnno, llnwnii , in 1924: Hull. 
volcnnol oi;lqu1•. noH. 5 nn(l G, pr, . 193- 209 . 102!\. 
"Stearns, II. 'l'., nnd l n rk , W. 0 .. op. it. , p. 52. 1030. 
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inches thick. On the low r lopes they average 10 feet in thickne s 
but, where pool form , the thicknes of individual flow may attain 
50 feet or more. 
During hort-lived eruptious, ait i · mo ·t abnndant as the pahoehoe 
changes quickly to aa. During loug rruption ·, the pahoehoe rh·er 
cru ts over and builds one or more feeding tube which conduct the 
lava many mile with but light 1o:s of heat. The flow of 1859 la tetl 
10 months and i 33 mile · long. It produced pillow 1am whe1·e it ran 
into the sea.15 The flows from Mauua Loa. that go north and north­
east are building up the saddle between Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea 
and Mauna Loa and Hualalai. Th e flows are much thicker than 
u ual and have gentle dip where ponded agaiu t older monutairn;;, 
a helpful criterion for determiniug the relative ages of adjacent vol­
canoes. 
The rocks of Mauna Loa are divided into three unit.. All are 
olivine basalts. The olde tis the ' inole volcani series. It forms the 
core of the mountain and i exposed in the ancient divide betwe n the 
part-filled canyon in the outheast lope. One intercalated vitric 
tuff bed 15 feet thick lie 500 feet below the top of the erie . A .steep 
angular erosional unconformity separate. the Ninole lava from the 
overlying Kahuku volcanic serie . The latter attains a thickness of 
600 feet and i eparated from the overlying Kau volcanic serie by 
a thick mantle of Pahala a h 5 to 50 feet thick. A few of the Kahuku 
flows interfinger with the ash. The Kau volcanic s ries are fairly 
fresh lava , commonly bare and rocky in dry areas and rarely more 
than 25 feet thick except in the upper part of Mauna Loa where they 
exceed 800 feet in thickness. The historic member of the Kau vol­
canic series comprises the lavas erupted since 1832. Pertinent data 
regarding their volume and area are given in the accompanying 
table. 
"Alexander, W. D., Mnunn Lon's greatest eruption: Mid-Pacific Magazine, vol. 45, 
p . 318, 1933. 
> 
Opposite page, top: Plate llA. Eruption of Mauna Loa Volcano as seen from 
Hilo, April 1940. Photo by Hilo Photo Supply. 
Bottom: Plate llB. }'lank eruption of 1935 ot Mauna Loa Volcano. Photo 
by U. S. avy. 
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Eruptions of Mauna Loa• 
(Prepared by G. A. Macdonald) 
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a 
. . . . . . . 
. ...... . . ..... ..... . .. . ..... . .. 
1873 Apr. 20 547 . . .. . do. 18,000 3 . . . . .. . .. . ......... 
1875 Jan. 10 30 .. .. . do. 13,000 2 . ... ... . .... ....... 
1875 Aug. 11 7 . . .. . do. 13,000 6 . . . . ... ............ 
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1926 Apr. 10 Short 14 SW. rltt 7,600 77 •13 .4 •150,000,000 
1933 Dec. 2 17 <l Caldera&. 
sw. rm 13,000 91 2.0 100,000,000 
1935 
1940 

















1942 Apr. 26 2 13 NE. rift 9,200 20 •10 . 6 100,000,000 
-- --- -- -- -- ----
Total 1 ,136 1,314 211.2+ q,450,000,000 
• The duration for most of the eruptions previous to 1 99 is only approximate. Heavy 
columns or fume at Mokuaweoweo, apparently rep resenting copious gas release accom, 
panted by little or no lava discharge, were observed In January 1870, December 1887, 
March 1921, November 1943, and August 1944. They are not Indicated In the table. 
• Up per end or the flow cannot be Identified with certainty. 
c Area above sea le,·el. The volume below sea level Is unknown, but estimates give 
the following orders or magnitude : 1 59-300,000,000 cubic yards ; 1868-100,000,000 
cubic yards; 1887-200,000,000 cubic yards; 1919-200,000,000 cubic yards; 1926--
1,500,000 cubic yards. These are Included In the volumes given In the table. 
4 AJI eruptions In the caldera are listed at 18,000 feet altitude, although many of them 
were a little lower. 
• Flank eruption started April 7. 
r Activity In the summit caldera may haYe been essentially continuous from August 
J872 to February 1877, only the most violent activity being visible from Hilo. 
,; . ubmarinc r11ptlon off Ken1nkekun, on the w •Kt coast ot Ra watt 
• 2.5 square miles or this Is the area of the thl.n flow near the summit. An unknown 
area Iles below sea level. 
• About 0.5 square mile of this Is co,· ered by the thin flank flow above the main cone 
and O. square mile Is In Mokuaweoweo Caldera. 
J 2.8 square miles Is In Mokuaweoweo Caldera and 1.1 square miles outside the caldera. 
• 2. square miles of this Is cove red by the thin flank flow near the summit, and O.Ci 
so 11 >1 re m'lle ls In the caldera. 
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HoALALAI.-Hualalai Volcano is about 17 miles in diameter and is 
one of the most symmetrical cones in the Hawaiian Islands. The 
mountain is studded with cinder cones and near the summit is pock­
marked with craters. The volcano is built over a northwest rift, a 
southeast rift, and a poorly developed northea t rift. 
Its rocks have been divided into historic, prehistoric, and Waawaa 
members of the Hualalai volcanic series. The Hualalai volcanic 
series comprise all the rocks in the mountain. The Waawaa vol­
canics compri e Puu Waawaa, a trachyte cone, and the lava flow 
from it . The rocks of the Hualalai volcanic eries are chiefly olivine 
basalts with an incomplete veneer of picrite basalts carrying augite 
phenocrysts. Only one basaltic andesite has been found. 
Figure 11. Two stage in the geologic history of Puu Waawaa. A. Massive 
trachyte lava flow overlying thin basalt flows at close of the eruption. 
B. Present stage showing cone eroded and lava flow weathered and nearly 
buried by later basalt flows. 
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Puu Waawaa, on the north lope is a oue 1,220 fe t high com. 
po ed of trachyte pumice containing a noti eable amount of ob­
idian. The writer interpret a.· a lava flow a ridge of trachyte 
everal hundred feet thick which extend northwest from the cone 
(fig . 11). Thi trachyte ridge was fir·t noted by ro .10 It is 
overrun in place by later aa flow from Hualalai, a fact that indi­
cate· ba alt sometimes follow tracbyte in the closing pha e of a 
Hawaiian , olcano. The only other oda trachyte are on Kohala 
Mountain, but Puu Waawaa does not lie on the exten ion of any 
Kohala rift· hence it i likely the re ult of local differentiation in 
the Hualalai hearth. 
Hualalai was la t active in 1 00-1 01 when voluminous lava flow 
poured from a long crack on the northwe t flank. Known as the 
Kaupulehu flow, it is remarkable for it cognate inclusions. The lava 
contains thousand of ton of angular and subangular dunite and 
gabbro xenoliths mostly 1 ss than a foot in diameter. Feld par 
cry tals, some of gem quality, reaching three-quarter of an inch long 
are also found. Near the source ,ent small xenolith coated with 
lava of 1801 are piled up like cobbles. These dunite xenoliths look 
like green candies dipped in chocolate. Before eruption, apparently, 
the magma stoped away a large precooled mass of dunite and gab­
bro. Also remarkable are the lava . talactite on the ides of the 
channels in the flow. 
A line of spatter cones below the main belt road in the same area 
marks the source of a black flow known a the Huehue flow, which, 
according to the Hawaiian , was also erupted in 1801.17 The olivine 
basalt contains pieces of partly charred wood in its tr e molds as 
does the Kaupulehu flow. 
KoHALA.-Kohala Volcano was built over a northwest rift, a 
southeast rift, and a poorly developed southwest rift. Along the 
northwest and southeast rifts numerous cinder cones are clustered. 
The mountain is 21 miles long and 13 miles wide. Much of the south 
slope is buried under lava flows from Mauna Kea. Deep gorges are 
incised in the east slope. Faults are respon ible for the direction 
of the headwaters of Waipio and Honokane Stream.. A sphagnum 
swamp lies to the east of the summit. A traver e revealed hidden 
in the swamp and in the adjacent jungle, numerous small, deep, 
narrow, collapsed pits along fauit cracks and holes in aa flows. 
"Crose, Whitman, An occurrence ot trachyte on the Island ot Hawaii: Jour. Geology, 
vol. 12, pp. 510-523, 1904. 
11 In a personal communication dated Jan. 14, 193S. Dr. T. A. Jaggar states that 
"Mies Parle says natives told her father the Kaupulehu flow was the first ( 1800) an<I 
higher , and the Huehue flow was the second (1 01) and lower flow." 
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Stream have barely cut into the west slope of the mountain; 
,rbereas the canyons on the ea t side ar more than 2,000 feet deep 
and the heerne of their walls is unsurpa sed anywher · in the 
i land (pl. 12 ) . Jear the coast, bedrock floors of the gorge are 
drowned to a depth of nearly 1,000 f et, a noted long ago l.Jy 
Branner. 1 Remnant of gravel terrace ri e in the e canyons to 
1,100 fe t and indicate great ubm rgence following ihe deep ub­
mergence ucceeded by a later emergence. The we t or lee coast i . 
not cliffed and, except near the everal large cone , bas only a thin 
oil covering in contrast with the ea t coast where sea cliffs are 1 200 
feet high and soil as much as 20 feet deep. Thi. gr at difference i 
not due solely to dissimilar conditions of rainfall and roughne s of 
eas on wind ward and leeward ides of the volcano but a lea t in 
part is attributable to difference in age. The lava bed on the 
west slope are younger than most of those on the ea t. Four . tages 
in the geologic development of Waipio and Waimanu , alley are 
hown in figure 12. 
The rocks of Kohala Mountain are divided into two volcanic 
serie . The older Pololu series i compo ed of thin-bedded primitive 
olivine, ba alts with porphyries at the top in mo t place.. The 
younger Rawi series i composed chiefly of oligoclase andesite and 
a few soda trachytes. Some of the more vi cou flows formed bulbous 
domes but bulky cind r cones lie on the fi ure vents of mo t of the 
flows. The Rawi lavas lie mostly at the top of the mountain and 
are u ually from 1 to 3 flow thick. A thin r d lateritic oil from 
a few inches to several feet thick separate. the Rawi from the under­
lying Pololu lavas except in the wet windward ·lope where the 
lavas are separated by an erosional unconformity. A Rawi flow 
everal hundred feet thick pilled into Pololu Valley. The later 
Rawi lavas interfinger south of Waipio Valley with the lavas of the 
Ramakua series from Mauna Kea. A late Row in the Ramakua 
series spilled into the outhea t ide of Waipio Valley. 
A graben half a mile wide and 3 mile long cro es the summit 
of Kohala Mountain. It is bordered by faults arranged en echelon. 
The faults cut both volcanic serie . They appear to outline a caldera 
2 rrules wide and 3 mile long that wa largely fill d by the Rawi 
volcanic erie . The Rawi lavas did not overtop the walls of the 
graben; hence, most of the late lavas flowed northwe tward and 
southeastward before fanning over the lope . This fault-controlled 
di tribution left two large area of Pololu lavas uncovered, one to 
the southwe t and the other to the nortbea t of thP. ummit graben. 
"Brnooer, J . C., otes oo the geology ot the Hawullun Jslunds: Am. Jonr. Sci., 4th 
ser., vol 16, no. 94, p. 801, 1903. 
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tage 1. Waipio Stream l1ows nlong the 
margin of the heavy 11 nde ·ite 
Hawi YOl<.:anic erie . 
block con ists of older easily eroded 
th in-bedded basalts of the 
Yolcanic erie . 'l'he location 
the upper tributarie of 
and \Vaimanu treums a re 
te rm in e d partly by fa ult 
s arps. Th line AA' is th 
north boundary of a dike 
swarm. 
Stage 2. Waipio nnd Waimanu 
have ut tleep canyon. 
of the mountain. Biilnwe, 
and Waihilau strea ms tap water con­
fined between a few stray 
whereas the headwaters of 
pio Stream have tapped 
confined in the main dike swarm 
which trend parallel to the 
line AA'. The sea has cnt 
high cliffs along the shore. 
The pur on the left icle 
of Waipio Canyon b ing 
armored by thick aJHl e­
sites bas re i ted wave 
erosion better than 
the re t of the bloC'k 
consisting of basalt. 
Figure 12 . Four stages showing the developmtr 
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'tage 3. Tbe la rge Yolume 
water tappecl in the main di ke 
by Waipio stream bas ca u eel 
t ributaries to c:ut beacl ward 
0 that tbe ancestral 
str am ha been c:nptur cl b~· 
pin Strea m. A Inrn flow from 
~fauna Kea bu .· spi lled into Hii­
Ju\\'e co ,·e and flowed clown 
Wuivio Yallc~·. Otbf'r ba,·e 
·pilled o ,·er the sea cli ff left 
of Wnipio anyon slo\\'ing 
<]0\\'11 rna rin ero ion in 
tbi · ·e(' tor. High cliff 
1111 ,·e been c: nt hy the 
se11 0 11 the wen k b>t-
alt . 
l 
tag 4. A suhm ' rf.:C' nc·e of 
by 111or than 1,200 fe!'t bas 
drowned the ea (.')if'f and main 
ron . All u ,·i um floors \Vaipio 
Wainrnnu Yall eys. Lands li des 
filling the heacl of \Vairnanu Va l-
ley as a re. ul t ot' the dccrea!le in 
flow from lo. s of mor ' g ronntl 
\\'O ter to " ' a i pio t r ea m. 
4 0 C E A 














f Waipio and W aima nu valleys , Hawaii. 
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Oppt>site page : Plate 12. Looking into Waipio Valley showing the flat al­
luvial fl oor and the spring coves at its head. The cove on the left is Hiilawe 
into which spilled a lava flow from Mauna Kea. In the background are ande­
site cinder cones of the Hawi volcanic series. Photo by U.S.A.A.F. 
Two hundred and fifty dikes are exposed in the canyons in the 
windward slope. They range from a few inches to 40 feet in width 
and average about 2 feet. The widest basalt dike is 15 feet. Three 
hornblende biotite soda trachyte dikes 18, 30, and 40 feet wide 
respectively, are exposed also. An olivine basalt intrusive a mile 
long, possibly a stock, is exposed in the Kawainui Branch of 
Waipio Valley. A few feet of Pahala ash overlies the Hawi volcanic 
series on the southern slope. Vitric ash beds are common near the 
summit in this series but scarce in the perifery of the mountain and 
in the Pololu series. o lithic explosion breccias were found. 
K1LA. Ea.- Kilauea Volcano nestles on the southeast slope of 
Mauna Loa and merges so imperceptibly with its giant neighbor 
that significant dimensions cannot be assigned. Lava flows from 
Mauna Loa pass over the slopes of Kilauea, and it is entirely pos­
sible that some day a flow from Mauna Loa may enter the caldera 
of Kilauea. 
The notable features of Kilauea are: The summit caldera 2.93 
miles long and 1.95 miles wide, the active pit crater of Halemaumau 
which for years at a time contains a lava lake (pl. 9), the high 
echelon fault e carpments on the south coast, the chain of pit craters 
on the southeast rift zone, and the long cracks in the southwest rift 
zone. 
A den e forest covers the wind ward slope of Kilauea, but the Kan 
Desert on the lee side is nearly devoid of vegetation. There, drifting 
sand dunes 10 to 20 feet high are formed largely of reworked ash. 
It is believed that Kilauea lies on the main volcanic rift passing 
through Kohala and Mauna Kea and originated when the great 
faults on the south side of Mauna Loa tapped the magma in this 
rift.1 9 The basement of Kilauea i probably composed of lava from 
Mauna Loa. Figure 13 is a diagram showing a hypothetical relation 
of th e volcanoe to the interior of the earth. 
"Stearn s, H. 'l'., and Clark, W . 0 .. Geo logy nnd wate r resou r r Ps or th e Kan District , 
Hawaii: U. S . Geol. Survry Waln- upply Pape r 616 , p. 107. 1!>30. 
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l<'igure 13. Hypothetical relation of Kilauea and Mauna Loa volcanoes with 
the interior of the earth. 
Kilauea is an ash producer. At lea t 11 different ash eruptions can 
be recognized in it urficial deposits,20 and not all came from 
Halemaumau. A paroxy mal magmatic explo ion took place at 
Halemaumau in 1790 when part of the army of a warring Hawaiian 
chieftain was burned to death . 
The explosions in 1924 were definitely phreatic and have been 
attributed to basal ground water. Subsequent tudies on the pres­
ence of water in the dike complexe or eroded rift zone of the islands 
of Hawaii show that large quantities of ground water are stored 
between dikes, hundreds and even thousands of feet above sea level. 
A plausible explanation for the steam explosions of 1924 is that the 
water was released from storage in the adjacent dikP. complex which 
underlies the southeast rift, as a re ult of the inten e cracking pre­
ceding the explosion . If this is true, the foci of the explosions were 
20 Idem, pp. 143- 152. 
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shallow and not below sea level, a po ition which is mandatory if the 
basal ,10ne of saturation upplied the water.21 
Lava flows from Kilauea, except tho e that pool in depre sions, 
range from a few inches22 to 15 feet in thickness and average 8 feet. 
They vary in length from a few feet to several miles. Some lavas 
chilled so quickly when they came in contact with vegetation that 
molds of even delicate fern fronds and grass were formed. In the 
tube of the flow of 1920, lava stalactites 3 feet long and no thicker 
than a lead pencil are the result of secondary melting. Within 
historic time, some small flows have issued so quietly that they were 
not discovered until the lava had cooled, even though the staff of 
the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory is constantly watching for them. 
Pertinent data regarding the volume and area of historic flows 
of Kilauea are given in the accompanying table. 
:u This hypothesis was described by the writer In an artlcie entitled "High-level ground 
water as a cause of volcanic explosions at Mauna Loa and KUauea volcanoes, HawaU," 
submitted to Dr. T . .A . Jaggar of the HawaUan Volcano Observatory In May 1934 but not 
published. Dr. Jaggar does not agree with this explanation. Mr. Finch , the present di­
rector of the Observatory, believes thiJ! hypothesis does explain the explosion of 1924 
at KUauea. ee " Lava surglngs In Halemaumau and the explosive eruptions In 1924": 
Volcano Letter no. 479, pp. 1- 3, 1943. 
" Stearns, H. T., The Kea!wa or 1823 Java flow from Kilauea Volcano, Hawail : Jour. 
Geology, vol. 34, pp. 336-351, 1926. 
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Data regarding hi sto ric ruptions of Kilauea• 
(Prepar~d by G. A. Mncdonalrl) 
Date of Ourallon
Year (clay ) outbreak 
1750 ("/ ) 
17911( "!) 
1790• ::-.o,·. ( "!) . i;i,;,-,.i ..1823 l•'rh. -.J ul.r 
l ' 32 Jan . H ~hon 
1 -10 )lay 30 26 
1, 68 April 2 .'hort 
186 .\pr. 2 ( "!) S hor t 
11'77 )l ay ·I l ( ?)
1, 77 ~ray 21 ( ·11 
1 4 .Jan. 22 e 1 
l 5 )larch 0( ?) 
181H 11a r. 21 6+ 
18!H .Jul y 7 4 (?) 
llllll F e b. 23 H 
J 911) lf~b. 7 ' 29-l 
JOl!J nee. 21 221 
J-!)21 ~J UL j C 7 
1922 Mny 2 t.: 
1923 Aui,. 25( ':) 1 
) 92-l • Ma y 10 17 
102-l Ju,v •I!) 11 
1927 .l uty 7 13 
19 29 B'ch. 20 2 
1929 .July 2i'i 4 
1930 Kov. 19 19 
1931 Dec. 23 H 
I H3-l S~pt. 6 33 
Altitude Lo~atlon(feet) 
1.700 Fl. rlft 
1, t 0-750 E. rlft 
.. . ... . ... Cn lcl em 
1.700- 250 \V . rift 
3,650 l<J. rim of 
Cfll cl rJl 
3,100-750 Fl . rift 
3,350 Kilauea lki 
2.550 ·w. rift 
3 ,500( ?l Cnlclern wn ll 
3,!50( ·1 Kca nukakoi 
- 60 (? E . rif t 
3 ,640(? Cn lcl cra 
3 ,690 n lclem 
3,690 n lclem 
3,700 Cnl cl ru 
3,700 alclera 
3,000 \V . rift 
3. 700 alclern 
2,650-2,400 ~lnkaopuhi 
3,000 







& 'npn u 
E. rill 
u ld ern 
llul emnumnu 
Jlnl emnuma u 
l!nlemnumau 
llnl ernoumau 
lltll emaurna u 



















































( cubic ya rds) 
J 9 .500,000 
:37.670.000 
No hwa flow 
0 15,000,000 
( ?) 
















•3.J. 00 ,000 
1 ,920,000 
h3,600,000 
1 ,4 0,000 
l9 .640,000 
9,500,000 
• llln ny ernptions bu ve occurred on the fl oo r of the ca ldera, but ooly a few of the lttter 
one · nre listed here, data being inadequate or tota lly lncking fo r tbe ea rli er one·. On 
.January lt, 192 , n small amount of luYa wns extruded on the floor of Balemnumau , 
bu t this le believed to bave beeu sq ueezed out by t he weight of a heavy lund sll<l c on the 
crust of t h 1927 lnvn which was stil l fluid b n ath (Jnggnr, Volca no Lette r 370, 1932). 
" During th ea rl y bi toric pe riod Kilauea alclern wu s observed on ly occas ionally , and 
no definite reco rd ex ists of the mnny caldera fl ows which are known to have occu rred. 
• Viol~ntly explo: i\·e. 
• Area abo ,·e sen le,·el. The vol ume below ·ea lev I is unknown; but est imates give 
the follow ing orders of magnitude : 1832--3,000,000 cubic yards ; l 40-200,000.000 
cubic yards. The e nre in cluded in the vol umes given i n t he table. 
• Pa cifi c om mercial Advertiser. Feb. 2, 18 4. " A co lumn of water, li ke a dome, shot 
several hundred feet up in to the air, uccom puoiecl with clouds of smoke noel s team." 
No furth e r ruption was obsen ·ed next cloy. 
'Seve ral sepa rate fl ows, with shor t intervals without extrusion. 
• Viol ent phreat ic explos ions, poss ibly accompanied by a submarine lnvn flow on lbe 
E . rif t. 
h Powers, H. A., Volca no Lette r 243, 1929. 
1 J aggn r, Vol ca no Lette r 311 . 1930. 
J Jnggar, Volcano Lette r 366, 1931. 
The eruptive cycle of Kilauea apparently begins with an explo ion 
which forms a large pit on the floor of the caldera. Concurrent and 
sub equent collapse widens thi pit until most of the floor of the 
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caldera is engulfed as happened after the explo ions in 1790, or 
only a small part of it, as after the explo ion of 1924. Th n for 
everal decades eruptions eparated by quiescent intervals of everal 
months or several year , break out in the floor or wall of the pit 
and slowly fill it up. These eruption produce cinder and spatter 
cones and lava lakes which solidify soon after the fountain activity 
ceases. Small quantities of pumice from the fountains are blown 
away and accumulate to the leeward on the floor and on the rim 
of the caldera. Slowly but 1.eadily the pit fills . Finally the lava 
erupts in the pit without fountaining and the slowly rising gases 
keep the lava lake bot and in motion for months and even years. 
Eventually the pit fill , and lava flows ove1· the caldera floor. In 
1921 a small tongue of lava overflowed the south rim of the caldera. 
The lava lake may abruptly sink out of ight leaving a fuming, dark, 
collapsing pit. If a lake so disappear , the lava i diverted into 
flank flows, submarine eruptions, or intrusions into the mountain; 
or it may return to the reservoir whence it came. 
During the lake pba e, islands of solid aa form, and these rise and 
fall in the molten lake. Jaggar and his associates have contributed 
invaluable studie of the lava lake. They e tablish d its shallow 
depth by soundings, found tidal motions in the lake, proved the 
temperature was hotter at the surface than at the bottom, observed 
flames caused by burning gases, and collected and analyzed the gases 
from ource wells and from cracks. In addition, they kept a 
detailed record of the cracks and the earthquake , the areas and 
volumes of the flows, the tilting and tume cence of the mountain, 
and a va t amount of other data applying to Kilauea and Mauna 
Loa (see Bibliography). 
The volcanic rocks of Kilauea have been divided into two units, 
the Hilina and Puna volcanic series. The Hilina volcanic series is 
more than 1,000 feet thick and con ists of basalts and several thin 
vitric tuff beds. It crops out only in the high fault e carpments in 
the southern slope of Kilauea. It is overlain and separated from the 
Puna volcanic series by 10 to 40 feet of Pahala ash. The lavas of 
the Puna series thicken toward the summit and reach a thickness 
of 490 feet in the wall of the caldera. A few inches to 30 feet of 
a h caps the erie · in the vicinity of the caldera. The Puna volcanic 
eries is divided into the pr histori c and historic member . 
The faults on the southern coa t are arranged en echelon and dip 
from 30° to 45° eaward. The aggregate displacement i 1,500 feet 
in places. The whole slope for four miles inland i actively founder­
ing. Many of the late flow in the Puna series have been displaced 
since they pilled over th carp (fig . 14). 
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]figure 14. Diagram illust rating the relation of faulting to successive lava fl ows. A. Lava flow spills over two fault scarps forming 
narrow cascades on the sca rp and fans at their ba es. Tbe front block is til ted down to the right which deflects the lava in that di rec­
tion. B. Four lava flows have cascaded over the scarps. The inner scarp has been nearly buried . C. A new fault has split the middle 
block in two, the innermost fault has moved while the outermost fault has remained stationary. The two epochs of faulting are dis­
tinguished by the hanging plasters and cascades of lava on the innermost scarp and their absence on the newly formed scarp. 
ISLA D OF MAUI 
Maui, like Oahu, is composed of two volcanic cones. East Maui, 
or Haleakala Volcano, famed for its gigantic summit depression 
of unusual shape, is 10,025 feet high and 33 miles across (pl. 13). 
West Maui, 5 788 feet high and 18 miles across, is distinguished for 
the Needle, a rock pinnacle in the spectacular Iao Valley (pl. 14) . 
The tratigraphic rock unit on the island are given in the accom­
panying table and their distribution is shown in figure 15. Eight 
stages in the geologic history of Maui are hown in plates 15 to 18. 
Stratigraphic rock units on the island of Maui 
Major geologic unit 
Historic volcanic rocks 
Recent ediments 
Pleistocene sediments 
Plei tocene and Recent 
volcanic rocks 
------Great erosional 
Major rock units 
East Maut 
Volcanics erupted in 1750 
( ?) near Makena 
nconsolidated deposits 




Hana volcanic series (in-
cludes Kipahulu mem-
ber in Kipahulu Valley ) 
West Maui 





Lahaina volcanic series 
......,._.unconformity.,.,.._ _________ 
Pliocene and Pleistocene IKula volcanic series IHonolua volcanic series 
( ?) volcanic rocks 
Honomanu volcanic series Wailuku volcanic series 
WEST MAur.-West Maui is incised by deep amphitheater-headed 
valleys (pl. 19) and on the east is overlapped by lava flows from 
Haleakala which have built a saddle known as the Isthmus. Iao 
Valley is an old caldera tapped by the Wailnku River and enlarged 
by erosion. Vent breccia at the head of the adjacent Waikapu an­
yon indicates that this stream also tapped the caldera or an adjoin­
ing crater. Although rift zones are known (pl. 1) , this volcano ap­
proaches the "central type," in contrast to the "fissure type," because 
dikes radiate in all directions from the ancient caldera and almost 
all the lava bed are teep and many were poured from the central 
vent. ingle basaltic dikes as much as 24 feet across, the widest 
ba altic dike yet found in the i lands, crop out on West Maui. 
Typically, the ba alt is thin-bedded aa and paboehoe erupted chiefly 
through narrow cracks so that only a few cinder cones were pro­
duced. Toward the clo e of the basaltic eruptions violent explosions 
are indicated by interstratified beds of lithic tuff and agglomerate 
containing large block . 
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Plate 13. View looking westward across Kipahulu Valley showing the terrace of early Hana lava (Kipahulu member J 
Bordered by valley fill of later Hana lavas. The summit depres ion of Halea kala i in the background. Photo by U.S.A.A.l?. 
(.J1 ...... 
Plate 14. Iao Valley, the ancient eroded caldera of the West Maui Volcano, now cool and clothed with 
fores t verdure and famous for its pinnacle, called the cedle. Photo by Pan Pacific Press Bureau. 










Hana volcanic series 
Kipahulu member Cone ~ '=£ j 




~...!..:::r:········ ·· ··1Cone ::tif::;:::;:?:::t::\:::;::::..... , ............ 
Honolua volcanic series 
TERTIARY 
Caldera complex - tnlla-stock 
Honomanu volcanic series Wailuku volcanic series 
oc=====is .............. 10M I LES 
Geology by H.T. Swarns. 1932-1941 
l"Jn;.,jj 
Figure 15. Geologic map of the island of ·Maui . Faults and dikes omitted. 
PLATES 15 TO 1 SHOWING EIGHT STAGE I THE DEVELOPMENT OF MAUI 
15A. Stage 1 in t:he development of Maui showing the East Maui and West 
Maui volcanoes as separate islands erupting primitive basalts. 
15B. Silhouette of stage 1. 
150. Stage 2 in the development of Maui showing East Maui volcano with n 
caldera on its summit and faults on its south side, and W st Maui volcano 
erupting Honolua lavas and joined to Lanai and Molokai volcanoes. 
16A. Stage 3 in the d velopm nt of Maui showing East and West Maui joined 
with Kahoolawe, Lanai, and Molokai. East Maui volcano is erupting Kula 
lavas. PrP.sent outline of Maui indicated by a dotted line. 
16B. Silhouette of stage 3. 
160. Stage 4 in the development of Maui showing the canyon-cutting p riod 
of early Pleistocene time with all volcanoes dormant. Present outline of Maui 
indicated by a dotted line. 
17A. Stage 5 in the development of Maui after the great submergence during 
the Olowalu 250-foot stand of the sea. East and West Maui are separate 
island . The valleys have been deeply filled with alluvium. 
17B. Silhouette of stage 5. 
170. Stage 6 in the development of Maui showing East and West Maui united 
during the Kahipa minus 300-foot stand of the sea. Hana lavas have started 
to fill the canyons on East Maui, and the Kaupo mud flow has just been em­
placed. 
18A. Stage 7 in the development of Maui showing the i land during the Wai­
pio minus 60-foot stand of the sea with the Hana and Lahaina lavas being 
erupted and dunes forming on the Isthmus. 
18B. Silhouette of stage 7. 
180. Stage 8, Maui at the present time. 
(Silhouettes are sections of Maui where important changes ha,e occurred.) 
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Extru ion of the ba alt , which con titute the mas of the moun­
tain wa followed by a re t period during which a few inche to 
evel'al feet of oil formed. The e ba altic volcanic form the Wai­
luku volcanic series. Then, oligocla e andesitc and tiff trachyte 
from fi sure and local vents almo t completely veneered the dome. 
The e rocks form the Honolua volcanic serie . The light olor pro­
duced by the weathering of the ande ite and trachyte in contra t 
with the darker product from the d composition of ba alt gives the 
mountain the appearance of a brown cake partly covered with white 
frosting. Trachyte cones are prominent, and many of them are 
bulbous domes ( fig. 6). The pre ence of soils 20 feet or more thick 
indicate that the volcano probably b came extinct in Plio ene or 
earliest Plei ·tocene time. 
During the ero ion cycle wh n the great canyon were carved, 
exten ive fanglomerate were laid down along the ea t ·ide of the 
mountain and smaller ones along part of the leeward coa t (pl. 20). 
Some of these deposits are probably marine; for in the later Plei -
tocene time, the i land pa ed through a serie of submergences 
and emergences similar to tho e of Oahu, a shown by the presence 
of fossiliferous conglomerates up to an altitude of 250 feet near 
Olowalu, and by the lo s of lateritic soil through marine erosion 
at points now 1,200 feet above sea level. Near the southe1·n coa t, 
a few flows and cones of picrite ba alt and nepheline basanite were 
erupted in late Pleistocene time and rest upon, and in places are 
inter-stratified with the fanglomerate . The e rock form the La­
baina volcanic ·eries. 
EAST MAur OR HALEAKALA.-The ummit depre sion of Ea t Maui 
or Haleakala Volcano is 7 mile long and 2Yz mile wid , and its 
floor is covered with bare flows and large cinder cone (pl. 13 ) . The 
flanks of the mountain are covered with fl.ow ome of which are 
black and bare. According to Hawaiian tradition, one flow ·was 
erupted as r cently as 1750. The volcano wa built over three rift 
zones (pl.1) and is unlike West Maui becau e the ·e rifts are studded 
with large cinder cone . Mo t of the lava flows, except tho e on the 
Isthmu , dip about 12°. In many places thr serie of Java can 
be distingui hed. The lower unit, the Honomanu volcanic erie , 
consists of thin-bedded, typical basaltic pahoehoe and aa. Overlying 
this unit conformably i the Kula volcanic series compo d chi fiy 
of thicker and iti aa flow which issued in a more vi ons . tate 
and which contain many inter tratified thin a b- oil layer.. Becau e 
many of the large cinder one w re built durin g this epoch a h 
b d are more num rou than in the lower underlying Honomanu 
ba alt . Some olivine ba alt and picrite basalts occur in the 
Kula erie . 
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Oppo ite page: Plate 19. IIeacl of Honokohnu Canyon, 2.300 fe t deep, nearly 
captured b~· Wai bee an yon (1 ) . Puu Kukni ( 2) , the highest and wette t 
peak 011 W ·t Maui. i · in tl1e background. The li "ht-colore<l inter trenrn fiat 
(3) radiati ng from Kukui arc peat bogs re t iug ou Houolua luvas. Photo 
by U.S.A.A.F. 
A long qui ent period followed when deep canyons were carved 
in the volcano, although a few eruption may ha e occurr d during 
this ero ion interval. By the end of the cycle, the amphitheater heads 
of the canyon w re several thou and feet deep and apparently mo t 
of the canyons were cut back to the ummit. 
After this rest period, on e more copious flows issued along the 
southwest and east rifts only. The e lava partly filled the canyons 
and veneered most of the mountain except tracts adjacent to the 
northwest rift. This third and upper rock unit i the · ana volcanic 
serie . Its lavas range in composition from ultraba ic olivine augite 
porphyries to nonporphyritic andesites. 
During the early part of the last eruptive period a voluminou 
mud flow carrying blocks of consolidated cinder1:, up to 50 feet in 
diameter, moved down Kaupo Vall y to the sea. In the deep amphi­
theater heads of Kaupo and Keanae Valley , flow and large cones 
of the Hana epoch practically ma ked the inter tream divide be­
tween the adjacent canyons. The low inter tream divide between 
Kaupo and Kipahulu Valley till projects above this sea of lava . 
Thus, the so-called crat r of Haleakala is chiefly, if not entirely, the 
result of ero ion by Kaupo and Keanae Stream their two great 
amphitheaters coalescing to form the d pre. ion.23 
Becau e so much of the urface of Halea kala , olcano ha been 
covered by flows in Recent time few trace of emerged hore lines 
remain. The oldest recognized gravels were apparently graded to 
a sea 95 feet higher than at present. Emerged fossiliferous marine 
depo its have been found up to 50 feet above ea level. Exten ive 
lithified calcareous dune lie on the I thmus. Th and was blown 
inland when the ea tood about 60 feet lower in the late Plei tocene. 
23 tearns, B. 'I'., Origin of Halenknla Crnter, l s lnnd o f )1nul , Hawaii: Bull. ol. . oc. 
America, vol. 53, pp. 1- 14, 1942. 
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Opposite page : Plate 20. Fields of sugar cane on the slopes of the West Maui 
Mountains behind Lahaina. Photo by Hawaiian Airlines, Ltd. 
ISLA D OF KAHOOL.AWE 
Kahoolawe lies 7 miles off the south coast of Maui and 17 mile 
southeast of Lanai. It is 10.9 miles long, 6.4 miles wide, 1,427 feet 
high, and has an area of 45 square miles. Only a few familie have 
lived on the island at one time, even in ancient days.24 Now the only 
re ident is a man who takes care of the cattle. 
Kahoolawe is a single volcanic dome (pl. 21) composed of thin­
bedded pahoehoe and aa basalt together with a few thin local beds 
of firefountain debris and several cinder cones, the largest being 
on the summit. The e rocks including the associated intrusives are 
named the Kanapou volcanic series after Kanapou Bay where the 
type section is located. The higher parts of the island were once 
covered with deep lateritic soil, indicating that Kahoolawe is one 
of the older islands in the Hawaiian group. Overgrazing and strong 
winds have caused vast quantities of this soil to blow away. 
The large, angular bay on the northeast coast exposes a great 
fault bounding the east side of a caldera 3 miles across and more 
than 800 feet deep. Subsequently this depres ion was completely 
filled with lava. A swarm of dike running due ea t is exposed al o 
in this cliff; and resting unconformably on its face, are five Recent 
cinder cones and flows . In the sea cliff forming the high south shore 
of the island, several faults are exposed. They apparently bound the 
south side of a graben which extended southwest from the caldera. 
The fault scarps were overflowed by lavas near the close of the dome­
building epoch. 
The island was built over three rifts (pl. 1), and two groups of 
lavas are distinguished in the Kanapou volcanic series, namely, 
(1) the pre-caldera lavas; and (2) the caldera-filling lavas, some 
of the upper members of which are slightly differentiated; five post­
erosional lavas and pyroclastics of Recent age lie unconformably on 
the cliff at Kanapou Bay. Their distribution is shown in figure 16. 
The valleys are partly drowned, indicating submergence; and the 
soil bas been swept away by marine erosion to at least 800 feet 
above sea level. 
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Geology by H.T. St.earno, 1939 
F igure 16. Geologic map and sections of the island of Kahoolawe. The extra-caldera 
volcanics include the post-caldera volcanics also. 
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Plate 22. Lanai as seen from West Maui. Photo by Ray Baker 
ISLAND OF LANAI 
Lanai consists of a ingle ba altic cone 3,370 feet high and about 
13 mile across (pl. 22). Near the ummit i Palawai Ba in, the for­
m r caldera., which i approximately 31/2 miles in diameter. It is now 
partly fill d, ith alluvium and its formerly teep wall are mootbed 
by weath ring and ro ion. Lat ritic soil 50 feet deep or more 
indicate that volcanic activity cea ed probably in the late Tertiary. 
The volcano is built of t ltin-bedded aa and pahoehoe ba altic flow 
which, if not di turbed by faulting dip 6° to 1-0 • Mo t of the lava 
welled out quietly from fl ure and only a few mixed cin ler and 
patter one were produ ed. Altogether about 375 feeding dikes 
are expo ed, one of which contain ropy pahoehoe and two, clinkery 
aa. The e volcanic rock comprise the Lanai volcanic erie . The 
distribution of the rock i. hown in figure 17. 
The volcano wa !mil t over a north we. t rift zone, a ·outhw st rift 
zone, and a south rift zone which interse t at the nmmit (p1. 1). 
After a long, uniut rrupted period of extru ion the northwest and 
outh rift collap ed to produce the grab n which radiate from the 
caldera. t the ame time, fault carps more than J ,000 feet high 
were formed, a nd much ro k wa hattered. More than 100 fault 
traces are now expo. ed on Lanai. One of the high fault scarp. 
hielded the whole northeast segment of the dome from laYa flows 
of later date, and deep canyon wer eroded on thi . lope. 
The volcano wa extinct long enough for thick lateriti ·oil to 
form, then the i land pass d through a erie. of Plei tocene submer­
gences and emergence imilar to those of Oahu. Becau e of aridity, 
many of the emerged hore line are well pre ·erved; and the highe t 
fo siliferou ~ marin conglomerate kn own in the Hawaiian I. lands 
i 1,070 feet above ea level on the ·outh id of the i land. Below an 
altitude of 1 200 feet mu h of th oil has been remoYed by marine 
erosion , and the ·urface i a bar , rocky cabland. At an altitude of 
5GO feet, an excel! nt shore line can be traced around the i land by 
the benches and fo iliferou conglomerates· and at . veral lower 
level ·, till other former trand lin can be ob. ervecl.2 5 Lithified 
calcar ou dune blown inland during the la. t Pleistocene low tand 
of the ea crop out in a nal'Tow trip to an altitude of 950 f et. 
High marine cliffs wei-e not cut during ubmergenc · but when 
the ea tood below the present ocean 1 " l, mo t of tbe south and 
we t coa ·t were cliffed, in ome place to hei ,ht of 1,000 feet. 
Lanai ha been extinct longer than any of the other main island . 
The i lands of Jiihau , Kauai Oahu, folokai, Maui , Kahoolawe, and 
Hawaii have had secondary eruption in late Plei tocene or Recent 
time. 
,. tearn a. TT . T .• Ancient sho r line on lb Is la nd or l, nn n l. Un wnl! : Geo!. ·oc. Amer· 
kn Bull., vol. 49, pp. 61 :1- 62 , 193 . 
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Geology by H.T.Steams, 1936 
Figure 17. Geologic map of the island of Lanni. 
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ISLAND OF MOLOKAI 
Three volcanoes built Molokai. The western one, known as West 
Molokai, is 1,381 feet high and about 12 miles across. The eastern 
oue is called East Molokai Mountain. This volcano is 4,970 feet high, 
27 miles long from north to south, and 8 miles wide from east to 
west. A t:nnaller and much later volcano forms the Kalaupapa Penin­
sula on the north coast of the eastern volcano. The stratigraphic 
l'OCk units on the island are given in the accompanying table aud 
their distribution is shown in figure 18. 
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We t Molokai volcanic series 
WEST MoLOKA1.-Most of West Molokai is covered with lateritic 
soil 10 to 50 feet thick, indicating long extinction. The former center 
of volcanic activity lies ju. t south of the summit and is barely ex­
posed in a narrow gorge draining the area. Most of the lava was 
extruded from a rift zone which extends 10 miles to the southwest 
and plunges under the sea. Penguin Bank, the most exteu ive sub­
marine shelf adjacent to the main island , stretches 27 miles to the 
southwest of Molokai (pl. 1) . The average depth of water over the 
bank is about 1 0 feet . At the edge of the shelf is a sheer submarine 
cliff 1, 00 to 3,600 feet high . This bank trends outhwe tward along 
the submarine extension of the southwe t rift zone of West Molokai 
and, therefore, may be a marine platform which was planed across 
the rift zone ridge during a low stand of the sea. A veneering reef 
may also exist. Another explanation is that the bank was originally 
a separate volcano leveled by the sea and possibly capped by coral 
reef. If ther wa an older volcano, then po sibly We t folokai was 
built on the northeast rift zone of that mountain. 
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Opposite page : Plate 23. The great cliff on the north side of East Molokai. 
The peninsula in the foreground is Kalaupapa Vol<:ano which is younger 
than the cliff. Note the dikes forming walls in the right foreground . Photo 
by U. S. Navy. 
We t Molokai consists almost entirely of thin-bedded aa and pa­
hoehoe ba alt flow , named the West Molokai volcanic series. The 
volcano has a flatter dome than most of the others in the Hawaiian 
group. A few eroded and weathered cinder and spatter cones lie on 
the rifts. 
On the east side are numerous fault flocks indicating collapse of 
the northeast slope. The most prominent . carp is 500 feet high. 
In the gulch draining outhward from the main vent, the We t 
Molokai lavas, covered "ith 3 feet of lateritic oil and underlain 
by 6 feet of spheroidal weathered basalt, can be een passing under 
the flows from the eastern volcano. Therefore, West Molokai Vol­
cano must have become extinct a long time before its large eastern 
neighbor. 
Mo t of the lower slopes are covered with the shingle of former 
beache -the urface having been swept bare of lateritic soil. These 
indications of former high sea level have not yet been studied in 
detail. Calcareous dunes which have migrated inland for 4 miles 
cover a tract of about 2 ·quar miles on the we tern part of the wind­
ward (northeast) ide. Some of the e dunes are lithified, and, along 
the north we tend of We t Molokai, extend into the ocean at the foot 
of a nearly vertical marine cliff about 500 feet high. Obviou ly, the 
cliff was cut during a low stand of the ocean which preceded an­
other fall of ea level when the dunes were formed. Further study 
will probably show a serie of emergences and submergences similar 
to those on Oahu and Lanai. 
EA T MoLoKA1.-The large eastern dome is cut into great amphi­
theater-headed valley on the windward ide and smaller ones on the 
leeward side. A spectacular cliff, reaching a marimum height of 
3,600 feet, forms the entire north coast of the mountain (pl. 23). 
Faulting may have played a part in the origin of thi cliff. 
A survey of the heads of Wailau and P lekunu valleys revealed 
that the e valley tapped a caldera about 4 miles across and that 
the size of their amphitheater bead i only partly attributable to 
ero ion.26 
• t arns, ff. T., La rge caldera on the Is land o! Molokai , Bawall: Geo!. Soc. America 
Proc. 1937, p. 116, 193 . 
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Figure 1 . Geologic map of the island of Molokai. 
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This volcanic dome is composed chiefly of thin-bedded basaltic aa 
and pahoehoe having an average dip of about 12° except ·where the 
flows bank against West Molokai. They con titnte the lower member 
of the East Molokai volcanic series. Mo t of the dome is veneered 
by oUgoclase andesite and trachyte poured out mainly from large 
cinder cones and bulbous domes which are now prominent topo­
graphic features . These rock con titute the upper member of the 
East Molokai volcanic series. The volcano was built over ea ·tward­
and northwestward-h·ending rift zones, but some of the andesite and 
trachyte cones are not associated with the rifts. 
The leeward shore is bordered by a Uve fringing reef a mile wide, 
and the slopes above it for 1,000 feet are stripped by marine erosion. 
Fossiliferous marine conglomerate crop out in a serie of narrow 
discontinuous terraces up to an altitude of 280 feet. The drowned 
windward valleys and emerged marine depo its offer clear evidence 
of the complex emergences and submergences on both East and West 
Molokai. 
KaLAUPAPA.-At the foot of the great windward cliff in late Pleis­
tocene time, a small volcano wa formed, and flows from it have 
built a low peninsula about 4 square miles in area and 405 feet high. 
These lavas are named the Kalaupapa basalt. The Leper Settlement 
called Kalaupapa lies on the penin ula (pl. 23). The submarine part 
of the volcano is huge and well may represent the young stage of a 
great new dome. A crater 400 feet deep indents the summit of the 
dome. Some of the loose coral debris along the hore is apparently 
in a higher position than storm waves could have thrown the frag­
ments, and ·eems to indicate an emergence of 5 feet or more. Con­
glomerate overlying the ba alt on the southeast side of the penin­
sula seems to be graded to a tand of the ea 25 feet high r than the 
pre ent. On this evidence the Kalaupapa basalt is assigned to the 
late Plei ·tocene. Mokuhooniki an island off the east end of Molokai. 
also belong to thi renewed epoch of volcanism. 
ISLAND OF QA.HU 
Oahu i made up of the "' aianae Range, 4,025 feet high and 22 
mile long, and the Koolau Range, 3,105 feet high and 37 mile lou". 
connected by the chofield Plateau whi.ch lies b tween the moun­
tains. Both rang are deeply eroded ba ·altic ,·olcanoes. The Waia­
nae Volcano became extinct fir t. The age relation hip of the two 
volcanoe is shown in Kaukonahua Gulch near Waialua where Koo­
lau flow overlap unconformably the oil-covered Waianae lava . 
Th rock unit on Oahu are giv n in the accompanying table and 
th eir di fribut.ion i hown iu figure 19. Eight tage in th g ololl'iC 
hi tory of Oahu ar hown in plate 3 to 6. 
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Geology by H.T Stearns, 1930-1932 
Figure 19. Geologic map of the island of Oahu. Faults and dikes omiltt<l. 
Plate 24. Looking southwest toward precipitous uuanu Pali . Kokokahi Peak (A ) a root of the former firepit 
of K oolau Volcano; Puu K onahuanui (B ), the highest peak of the K oolau Range; Pali gap ( C ); Puu Lanihuli (D ) . 
Photo by U.S.A.A.F. 
WAIANAE RA. ·oE.- The Waia nae Range is composed of three 
groups of lavas erupted in 'l'ertiary and pus ibly in early Pleistocene 
time from three rift zones (pl. 1). The exposed part of the oldest 
Java is nearly 2,000 feet t hick and consists largely of thin-bedded 
pahoehoe. In most places an angular unconformity and talus brec­
cia, and in a few pla ces, an ero ional unconformity, separate the 
middle lavas from the first eries. The middle basalts are about 
2,000 feet thick and closely resemble the lower one except that the 
later beds contain mor aa. The upper lavas are about 2,300 feet 
thick and are mo ·tly massive aa andesite flows which issued from 
large cinder cones. 
A few secondary eruptions also occurred on the Waianae Range 
during the Plei tocene near the ancient caldera.21 These lavas and 
cinders are deeply weathered and nearly cut away by erosion. They 
crop out near Kolekole Pa · and are named the Kolekole volcanics. 
They are proba bly correlative with the secondary eruptions on the 
Koolau Range. Th Waianae Volcano, like most of the others in the 
i land , produced only small amounts of ash, and most of the lavas 
were extruded from tis. ure. a few feet wide, now indicated by dikes. 
The caldera complex near Kolekole Pass, at the head of Lualualei 
Valley, was the center of volcanic activity. A t rachyte flow 400 feet 
thick crops out in Lualualei alley and is being used for the manu­
facture of Portland cement. It is in the middle member. 
"'Stearns, H. T., Supplemen t to the geology and ground-water resources ot the Island 
or Oahu, Hnwnll : Hnwnll Div. Hydrogrnph y Bull . 5, pp. 47-48, 1940. 
Stratigraphic rock units on the island of Oahu 
Rock assemblage
Age 
edimen tn ry rocks 
oral fills, younger alluvium, 
Recent and unconsolidated beach and 
dune sa nd 
Older alluvium, lithilied dunes, 
and emerged marine lime­Pleistocene stones chiefl y coralllferous 
Volcanic rocks 
Younger members of the Ho­
nolulu volcanic series 
Older members of the Hono­
lulu volcanic serle and the 
Kolekole volcanics 
---.--......Great ero lonal unconformity--------------
Koolan and Kallua volcanic 
serie 
- Ero ional unconformity-
Waianae { pper member 
Pli OC'C' IW 
volcanic Middle member 
series Lower member 
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KooLAU RANGE.-The lavas of the Koolau Volcano were extruded 
in Tertiary time from three rift zones (pl. 1). They belong to two 
groups. One, the Kailua volcanic serie , is greatly altered by hydro­
thermal action and its ve icles are .filled with quartz, zeolites, and 
other minerals.28 These lavas and their feeding dike are expo ed 
only near Kailua, where the beds are 600 f et thick; however, no 
contact could be found between the e lavas and those of the Koolau 
volcanic series. This second group is not altered and make up the 
greater part of the Koolau Range. The Kailua lavas are believed to 
have accumulated in the caldera of the Koolau Volcano. 
Two large ma ses of vent breccia adjacent to the Kailua lavas, 
indicate that the caldera of the Koolau Volcano wa several miles 
across and occupied much of the area between Waimanalo and 
Kaneohe. Most of the lava was extruded from the northwe t rift 
zone as is shown by the exten ion of the i land in this direction. The 
flows of the Koolau volcanic eries have an expo ed thickness of 
about 3,000 feet and con i t of thin-bedded pahoehoe and aa with 
inappreciable amounts of a h. Only two mall cinder cone were 
found in this series. Practically all the lavas were erupted from 
narrow fl sures unaccompanied by large lava fountains. 
During the Plei tocene large parts of both the Waianae and Koo­
lau Ranges were removed by fluvial and marine erosion. The un­
usual physiographic feature of Oahu is the lo s through fluvial ero­
sion of much of the leeward side of the Waianae Volcano, wherea 
large parts of the rainy or windward side remain. This anomaly i. 
explained on page 5. 
The master streams of the Koolau Range have deep amphith ater­
headed valleys. During the erosion cycle, a large part of the wind­
ward slope was eroded away by stream . The great "Pali,' or north­
east cliff, of the Kool au Range is the result of two processe ( pl. 24). 
First, the amphitheater-headed valleys ate headward and a little 
beyond their divides, and econd, most of the int r tream divides 
were buried through alluviation which accompanied the deep sub­
mergence of the islands. 29 
After the two ranges were sculptured by fluvial and marine ero­
sion into essentially their present form, the island went through a 
complicated series of emergences and submergences. Data from well 
logs show that the valleys have been drowned at least 1,200 feet; and 
the island may still be submerged nearly 1800 feet, if the submarine 
"Dunham, K. C., Crystal cavities In la,·as trom the Hawalian Islands: Am. Mineralo­
gist, vol. 18, no. 9. pp. 369-385, 1933. 
• Stearns, B. T. , and Vaksvlk, K. N., Geology and ground-water resources ot the Island 
ot Oahu, Hawaii : HawaU Div. Hydrography Bull. 1, pp. 26--29. 1935. 
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Plate 20. '!'b e youth ful Kaau rate r indents t h e rugged topography of the Kooluu Hunge. Photo by U.S.A.A.F. 
helf at that depth aronnd Oahn wa originally a hallow water 
platform. Further, the slopes of the h,land ho, evidence of marine 
action . everal hnnd1·ed feet above ea lcYel indicating an e,·en greater 
ubmergen e in the pa t. Apparent ly the cm r<rence wa not con­
tinuou for a halt i snggested at 5GO feet a well ai,; at several lower 
levels. nconformable emerged marine d po:it., well log· and a 
ubmarin e shelf at GO fathom , all indicate that the oceau receded 
to about 300 feet belo,-.. the pre. ent trand. •7 a in t he ocean rose 9-
feet above sea level and left a well-marked hore line and some 
emero-ed reef. Anoth er regr ·ion with minor halt. topped about 
60 feet below. a level and was followed by a tran gre ion that ro e 
25 feet above th pre ent trand. During the last em r crence of the 
i land , the ea halted for a short time al>out 5 feet above th hore 
line, then estal>li . hed it· pr ·ent 1 v 1. Iu addition to the terra es, 
wide areas of emer.,cd reef Jim tone ( ficr .....O), abandoned sea ca,·es 
O AHU 
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Figure 20. Map of Oahu ·howillg area of emer~ed reef (. oli cl black) and 
fringing reefs (dotted line shows outer edge). 
(pl. 25) b ar witn e to th e changin g relation hip of land and ea. 
oncomitant with th ·hiftin g of o an Jey l pa. modic n1p-
tion at the outhea tend of the Koolan R,1nge pr duced many la Ya 
flow and cinder and tuff con s, most of whi ch :ne nepheline ba a]t 
\ fig. 21 and p1. 2G) . Tl1 e.c;e arP th llonolnln Yolcani c: :t•ri es. Th 
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last eruption was in Recent time. The contact of magma with ocean 
or ground water apparently caused many explosions which resulted 
in the only tuff cone on the i land. Many of the later flows and 
pyroclastic are inter tratified with alluvium and marine sediments. 
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Figure 21. Map of southeastern Oahu showing secondary post-Koolau 
volcanic vents and dominant rift trends. 
ISLAND OF KAUAI* 
Kauai, 5,170 feet high and 32 miles in its greatest diameter, is a 
dissected dome. A sea cliff 2,700 feet high runs along the northwest 
side (pl. 27). The summit is a great swamp where, in some years, 
the precipitation is more than 500 inches. Hinds spent mo t of nine 
months on Kauai and made the only previous detailed study of the 
island.27 He did not make a geologic map however, and most of his 
major ob ervations cannot be verified in the field. 
21 Hinds, N. El. A., The geology o! Kauai nnd Nllhau: B. P. Bishop Mus. Bull. 71, 103 
pp., 1930. 
•see Supplement for revisional comments on text. Map on page 83 and table on page 
5 supersede those in Fir.it Printing. 
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Figure 22. Geologic map of th e is la nd of Kauai, dikes omitted. 
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Opposit pa g : Plnte 27. L ook in"' nor1henst nlon~ thr :S"npnli <'on;:;t of K n un i. 
'l'Ll e !lug Yfilley i s K nlnlnu. l'hoto hy . .. \ .A.F. 
'l'he g olo cry i · comp] x and i.- now being ill\·e:tiga tecl. B ecan ·e o f 
the lack of da t a, 1·ifts a re not : hown on plnt 1, lint it is kn owu tha t 
many radial dike exi ·t. During a r eco11n a i, .- .111 e in HJ:1.J., a pro­
found an o-ular un ouformi(y wa s cli ·co,·c1·Nl at ili e head of \\'aiah11l11 
Gulch, a tributary of 11 aimea Canyon, and a no1her ,,·a fo und in 
Olokele Canyon. In the 1\Taiahnln un con fo rmity. 1he hwas 0 11 th 
outhw . t s ide are older t han ihosc on 1he nodheast .-id and i n 
place are epal'ated by ta lu .. 'l'hi .· un co nformity i. th e fault esca q>· 
ment form in o- the south eas1 wall of a great summi t ealtl ern nl>on t 
10 mil es a ero :. 1'he lams 011 the n orth ch, t a i·c th e massive, nea1·l.r 
horizontal typ which resul t from pondin g in a cal cl<' ra . Th win ­
cipa l r ock unit. are given i11 th e a ·companyirw tabl e a.ncl th eit· di s­
tribution is · ho ,n1 in fi gure 22. 
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Opposite page: Plate 28. Waimea Canyon, Kauai. The lavas on the left 
belong to the lower member and the horizon tal bedded ones in the background 
belong to the upper member of Waimea volcanic series. The horizontal lava 
beds in the bottom of the canyon and forming the right wall belong to the 
Koloa volcanic series. Photo by U.S. Navy. 
the summit caldera. The high Waialeale plateau is underlain by 
these rocks. A few basaltic andesite are present at the top of this 
member. The upper and lower members are separated by partly ex­
humed fault scarps more than 3,000 feet high and talus breccia. 
The Haupu volcanic series forms Haupu (Hoary Head) Ridge 
near Lihue (pl. 29) . It is composed of an extra-caldera or lower 
member of thin-bedded primitive-type olivine basalts dipping 8° to 
15° away from the central vent and an upper member of horizontal 
massive basalts filling a caldera 11h miles across. The upper and 
lower members are separated by a partly exhumed fault scarp and 
talus breccia. The Haupu volcanic series is the remains of an inde­
pendent volcano about 2,300 feet high on the side of the ancient Wai­
mea Volcano, and is similar to the position of Kilauea Volcano to 
Mauna Loa Volcano. 
The rocks of the Waimea and Haupu volcanic series are separated 
everywhere by a deep zone of weathering and a great angular ero­
sional unconformity from a third unit, named by Hinds, the Koloa 
series. The Koloa volcanic series is composed of olivine basalts, and 
ultrabasic rocks carrying nepheline and melilite. The flow near the 
mouth of Waimea Canyon carries log molds in pillow lava.80 The 
Koloa volcanic series are correlative in compo ition, stratigraphic 
position, and age to the Honolulu volcanic series or: Oahu but are 
much more voluminous. They built a broad plain between Koloa and 
Kapaa. Kilohana Crater is one of the largest vents. Most of the 
vents lie on north-south rifts. The cycle of renewed activity when 
they were erupted was fairly long for in Hanapepe Canyon two sets 
of intercanyon lavas crop out separated by a profound erosional 
unconformity. Similar unconformities exi t elsewhere on Kauai. 
Hindss1 reports conglomerates between lavas in Koaie and Poo­
mau tributaries of Waimea Canyon and tates that they indicate a 
great erosion interval during the accumulation of the lavas in the 
early Kauai dome, or in the Waimea volcanic eries. The lava over­
lying the conglomerate i a flow belonging to the Koloa volcanic 
ao Stearns, H. T . , Plllow lavas In Hawall : (abet.) Geo!. Soc. America Proc. for 1937, 
pp. 2152-2158, 1938. 
11 Idem, p. 156. 
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sel'ies; hence is not evidence of an erosional interval in the Waimea 
series. Clark describes the line of vents from which the e Koloa 
lavas issued .32 
The Koloa volcanic series have greatly affect-ed the course of 
streams and built extensive plateaus at the mouths of the major 
valleys. The so-called elevated marine plain at 500 feet above sea 
level described by Hinds33 is not a marine plain but a series of 
plateaus built by lavas of the Koloa volcanic series. Hitchcock8 4 
thought the plain was built of young ashes instead of lava. The hills 
near Wailua do not outline a great caldera north of Lihue as Hinds 
thought.36 Instead, they are erosional r mnants of the lower mem­
ber of the Waimea volcanic series nearly buried by lavas of the 
Koloa series as shown by the dip and character of the lavas in them. 
The ancient Waimea dome was deeply dissected by great amphi­
theater-headed valleys similar to those in the Waianae Range, Oahu 
Island, but the floors and some of the interstream divides have been 
buried by the copious Pleistocene lavas. Only Wainiha Valley re­
tain e sentially its original form. 
The great sea cliff 2,700 feet high forming the scenic Napali coast 
(pl. 27) is not a fault scarp as commonly supposed. It was caused 
by marine ero ion battering back, as the island submerged, the inter­
stream divides composed of the weak lavas in the lower member of 
the Waimea volcanic series. Between Haena and Kalalau Valley, 
where the highest part of the coastal cliff lies, the lower member was 
cut away and the sea was arrested by the massive wave-resisting 
upper member of the series. This part of the coast is an obsequent 
fault-line scarp and is due to the difference in strength of the rock 
in the caldera and extra-caldera member of the Waimea volcanic 
series. The ancient fault dip southeastward away from the coast 
rather than northwestward into the sea (fig. 23). 
"'Clark, W. 0. , Geology of tbe Island of Kauai (abst. ) : Oeol. Soc. Amer ica Proc. for 
1934, p. 72, 1935. 
" Idem, p. 35. 
"Hitchcock, C. H. , Hawaii and Its volcanoes, p. 13, 1909. 
"' Idem. p. 36. 
ppo ite page: Plate 29. Haupu (Roary Head ) Ridge and NawUiwili Har­
bor, Kauai. The la va in the rid.,.e belong to the Huupu volcanic series. The 
In rn und rlying the ugar can fields b long to the Koloa volcanic series. 










Figure 23. Sections showing the development of the Napall Oliff, Kaua!. 
A. At close of volcanism. B. After stream erosion had carved valleys in the 
weak pre-caldera lavas. C. Pres nt stage, an obs quent fault-line scarp 
caused by the resistance of massive caldera-filling lavas to wave rosion. 
Waimea Valley is described by Hrnds8 u as due to faulting. 
Although the position of Waiahulu tributary was determined by a 
fault, Waimea Canyon from the mouth of this fork to the sea owes 
its position to displacement westward by lava flows of the Koloa vol­
canic series (fig. 22). Waimea Canyon owes its large size to the fact 
that it drained the major part of the summit caldera where the rain­
fall is even now in excess of 450 inches per year. 
ISL.A.ND OF NIIHA 
Niihau, l 7Yz miles southwest of Kauai, is 1 miles long, 6 miles 
wide, and has an area of 72 square miles. It i 1,281 feet high and 
consists of an eroded upland skirted on the north, west, and south 
sides by a coastal plain. The east and northeast sides of the upland 
are bounded by a high sea cliff. The climate is semiarid. No. living 
streams exist but playa lakes are numerous. 
The stratigraphic rock units on the island are given in the accom­
panying table and their distribution is shown in figure 24. The main 
mass of the island is composed of the Paniau volcanic series, which 
constitutes a deeply weathered remnant of a Tertiary basalt dome 
cut by a dike complex trending :NE-SW. The dikes are well exposed 
.. Idem, ftg. 13. 
15 20 MILES 
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in the eastern sea cliff. The central vent lay about 2 mfles out to 
a to the east. The dome, after deep gulches had been cut into it 
by t ream erosion and the margin had been cliffed by the ea, was 
partly ubmerged. The cliff on the ea tern ide is probably a fault 
carp37 which has l'etreated about 11/2 miles under powerful wave 
attack. It probably was originally the west wall of the summit cal­
dera. 
The marine platform skirting the dome is partly submerged and 
partly built above sea lev l by Pleistocene volcanics, calcareon 
dune , and alluvium. These young volcanics are called the Kiekie 
volcanic series and were erupted from 8 visible vents and by other. 
now buried. Their presence wa first noted by Powers.3 They are 
olivine basalt 39 that issued from lava cones and vitric-lithic tuft' 
from Kawaihoa cone and Lehn a I land. 
" Hinds, N. E . A., op. cit. p . 93. In co rrect ly calls It a fuult· llne sca rp a lthough his text 
Indicates that be means a batter ed fault sca rp. 
•• Powers, ., Notes on Hawaiian petrology : Am . Jour. Sci., 4th ser. , \'OI. 50, o. 250, 
1920. 
" A mellllte-nephellne ba salt wa s report ed by Hinds but no t located by t he writer. 
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Figure 24. Geologic map or the is land of Niihau. The Pleistoce ne basalts 




Thirty-uine i.·let shown on plate 1 lie dose to the main i land -. 
I ·l ,t number d 1, 2, 3, 12, 1G 23, and 33 are seconda ry tuff cone, 
of late Pleistoceue or Recent age. Tho. e nnmuered 4 !S, 8, 20, 21 22, 
24, 2i5, 26, 2 , 29, 30, 31, 34 33, 3G, 37, 3 and 3D a re r rnnant. of 
larn Rows isolated from the main i. ·laud s uy marin, e1·osion. I let" 
11 aud 15 are part of the dike complPx of the Kool an \ olcauo; 7 V 
and 10 are lithified dunes of t he Waipio tenace ·tage; 17, 27, and 
32 are remnant of ciuder cone · 13 i the remnant of a secon lary 
nepheline ua ·alt flow or era ter fill ; 19 i. compo. ed of reef limestone, 
alt Lake tuff and earthy sediment· · Gand 14 ar of reef limestone 
of the Kapapa terrace stage· and 18 is of uncou ·olidated sand and 
i · I.Jeiug enlarged uy dredged material. 
LEEWARD ISLANDS4o 
0Extendi ug north we.·t ward from Nii han are 2G i.-lets, ret f ·, and 
shoals kn own a· the Leeward I ·laud ·. They ma rk t he ummit of 
submarine volcanoes (fig. 1). \Ve ·t of Gardner Island (fig. 1, no. 
17) , only low coral i land.- are found , wh ,rea. to the ea!'\t many are 
remnant of ba:altic cone. . The number: in the followin 6 cla. sifted 
Ii t refer to the number in figure 1. 
•• ~ o.-t of the clara for the L e ward Isla nds were com piled from the followi111: publl ·n­
tions: llttchcock. . U ., Iluwnii nn<l it · vok1111oes. pp . l - 10. Honolulu. 1909. El scber, C., 
The Leeward lslnncl s or the Hnwaliun i:roup: RPp rlnt from Sunday A,h·e rli se r. pp. 
l - G . ll onolnlu , 191 5. llr.rnn , \Y . A.. -utural history of Jlnwnil. pp. 94- 99, Honolulu . 
lUJ:\. WushinJ;!ton. If. . .. 1tnd K"~·es. )I. U., l'e lroloi:r of th e Hnwniinn Islands. V, The 
Leewa rd J ·lunds: Am . .J our. , cl., Jth ser.. ,·ol. l2. pp. 336- 352. 1926. l'nlnwr. H. !'\. 
Gl'Oh1J!:r of Kani a. l\ih on . Nt'<: kPr. nud (;ard11C"r l i,; lunth;, n11d Ji' r l'uch l!"ri,1.mte ~honl: 
ll . l'. 1lis ho11 ~!u s. llull. 35, pp. 1- 35, lU:.!7. 
VOI CAN! ' 18LA:\'1JS H eight 
( f c t) 
17. Gur<lne r ( ha .·alt flows aml dikes ) .......... . ..... . 100 
21. J,a Pero11 e Pinnacle in Freneh Frigate Atoll (1a ,·alt fio \\' s) 122 
2~. Necker (basalt flows and dikes) . ... . .. . .... . ... . . .. .... . 277 
24. Niboa (basalt flows and dikes) .... ... . ... .. . . . ..... . .. . . 010 
26. Kaula (tuft' ) ................. .. . .. . ... .. ... . .......... · 550 
RMJ•mGED ORAL ATOLL' OR KEAR ATOLL • 
:i. Kure or Ocea n (n11111c of ntoll ) .......... . ...... . ... . 
-!. GrePn (sum! i.·Jantl inside of Kure nroll ).. ... ..... . ... .. . 20 
G. Midw1t .v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
Pt>11 rl and H e rmes ........ . ............... . .. .. _. . . . . . . . 12 
0. Li ianski . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-! 
H . Laysn n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
n Th f' tu•ig,ht g-h·f't1 I~ 111 pni,.;un\<.1 lo tlu• top of sun d dt11H.~t,( nnd doPs not irn.licatP nm ount 
of t.1 nwrJ[P1t<·t1• Tht• hi~h•·~t 1·111rrJt1•d rPPf kt10\,·11 ii-; 011 ly nhout 5 fflt.•t. Th e llt t> rnture <loei,. 
1111t l'lt•url , · :;tatt.• tl1t• l· , ·idt• 11 c1..· uf t•m •rgl•tt<·t1 t'Xl·t•pt fur ~lldwuy u1u.l l'enrl nntJ llt:"rllll',; 
l sl u11d s . 
CORAL ATOLLS OR NEAR ATOLLS 
1. n.namecl .... . ............ . ..... . .. .... ............. BreRker s 
2. B nsaleux . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do 
10. Fisher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do 
11. finor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do 
15. Maro (Dowsett) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do 
18. Two Brothers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ? 
22. French Frigate (excluding La Perouse Pinnacle).... .. ... 10 
SHOALS (PROBABLY S BMERGED ATOLLS ) 
5. Nero . ...... .. ... . ... . ... ... . . ............. . .. ..... . . . - 402 
7. Gambia ... ......... .. .... . ........... . ....... . ...... . - 8-! 
12. Neva ... .. .... . . ........ ... .............. . ...... . . .. . - 1 
13. Springbank ... ... . . .. .... . . .. . .... . ... .. . ... .. .. . . ... . - 10 
16. Ralta ....... ... . .... . . ... . . ............. .. . ..... . ... . - 54 
19. St. Rogatien . . . . .. . . ....................... . ... . . . ... . - 72 
20. Brooks . ... .. . . .... .... .. . . . . . . ... .... . ..... ... ...... . - 84 
25. Unnamed ... . . . . .... .. . , . . ... .... ... . .... . .. .. . . .... . - 192 
Kaula is a secondary tuff cone built on a reef platform ;41 whereas 
the other volcanic islands are probably eroded remnants of primary 
volcanic domes. The rocks are composed of andesine, picrite, olivine, 
and nepheline basalts.42 Andesine ba alt is rare. The one specimen 
of nepheline basalt was collected on Necker Island from a dike which 
may have been the feeder to a secondary flow· but from the published 
description, this ba alt appears to contain anemou ite feldspar. If 
so, the lava probably belongs to the andesitic phase. 
Coralline algae are the principal constituent of the living and 
emerged reefs. At Midway and probably at some of the nearby is­
land , the reefs contain an appreciable number of barnacles. The 
emerged reef on Midway stands 5 feet above ea level and indicates 
a Recent, apparently world wide, emergence of this amount.4 2a 
"Palmer , H. S. , Geology ot Lehua and Kaula I slands: B. P . Bishop Mus. 0cc. Paper, 
vol. 12, no . 13, p. 18, 1036. 
"Washington, H. S. , and Keyes, M. G., Petrology ot the Hawaiian I lands , V, the 
Leewa rd Islands : Am. Jour. Sci. , 5th se r., vol. 12, pp. 336--352, 1926. 
"• Stenrn ·, H. T ., bore benches on ' orth Pacltlc I slands: Geo!. Soc. America Bull. , 
rnl. 52, pp. 773- 780, 1941. 
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
Much of the geologic history of the Hawaiian Islands remains to 
be deciphered. The long and undoubtedly complicated development 
of the submarine basement may never be unraveled. Practically no 
evidence is available to indicate when any of the Hawaiian volcanoes 
began. At present, only the time of extinction can be determined, 
and these estimations depend largely on finding lavas of younger 
volcanoes ponded against their neighbors so that the beds dip less 
where they came to rest against the adjacent dome. Erosion has 
exposed a few unconformities or overlaps of lavas from one cone on 
those from another. Using available information of the type men­
tioned, a tentative order of extinction has been determined. The 
succession from oldest to youngest is: 
1. Waianae Range; 2. Koolau Range; 3. West Molokai; 4. East 
Molokai ; 5. West Maui and Lanai; 6. Kahoolawe; 7. Haleakaia. 
Further study may suggest changes in this order. Kauai is too far 
from Oahu, and Hawaii is too far from Maui for overlaps to be effec­
tive. Kohala Mountain became extinct before Mauna Kea. Hualalai, 
Mauna Loa, and Kilauea have erupted in historic time. The eastern 
part of the Niihau volcano is below sea level; hence dips cannot be 
used for determining the relative ages of Niihau and Kauai. The 
primary Kauai dome appears to be as old if not older than the Waia­
nae Range. The age relationships of the islets and atolls stretching 
northwest from Kauai are unknown. These islets may be (1) large, 
high volcanoes planed off by .fiuvial and marine erosion and then sub­
merged, (2) small low volcanoes, or (3) submarine volcanoes that 
approached near enough to sea level to support coral reefs. Kaula 
and Lehua are late cones which can be correlated with secondary 
cones on the other islands.48 
Seemingly the larger, high volcanic islands were built above sea 
level in Tertiary time, possibly as late as the end of the Pliocene. 
Dana44 states that the volcanoes became extinct from northwest to 
southeast. If secondary activity is disregarded, this statement is 
nearly true. During the soil-forming epoch, which followed extinc­
tion, drainage systems were developed and sea cliffs were cut. This 
erosion period was long, for deep canyons and high cliffs are found 
on all the islands, and lateritic soil 5 to 100 feet thick was formed . 
.. Palmer, H. S. , Geology ot Lebua and Kaula Islands : B. P. Bishop Mus. 0cc. Papers, 
vol. 12, no. 13, 1936. 
"Dana, J . D., Geology, In U. S. Exploring Expedition, 1838- 1842, vol. 10, pp. 282, 
41 4-416, 1840. 
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Then followed a period of great submergence, amounting probably 
to more than 2,500 feet, accompanied by a new epoch of volcani m 
when secondary outbreaks continuing into Recent time occurred on 
all the major islands except Lanai. The great submergence may have 
been complex and at times interrupted by emergences. Next, a com. 
plex series of emergences and submergences progressed so rapidly 
that little reef was laid down and very little clifflng accompli hed. 
As a present result, the islands are emerged approximately 1,200 feet 
or about half the amount of the previous great submergence. 
Mauna Loa, Kilauea, and Hualalai have erupted in historic time. 
Haleakala, according to legends, erupted about 1750. Some of the 
other islands had secondary eruptions that antedate the latest 
change in sea level, a 5-foot shift downward in Recent time. Small 
flow overlie the Wisconsin glacial moraines on Mauna Kea . 
Four stages in the geologic development of the archipelago are 
shown in figures 25 to 27. 
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WAIANAE VOLCANO 
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Figure 26. T he Hawaiian archipelago during th minus 300-foot stand of the sea in early ( ?) Pleistocene. 
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SUPPLEMENT 
By GORDON A. MACDONALD 
Senior Professor of Geology, University of Hawaii 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 
The following table supersedes the table appearing on 
page 14 . 
Ancient shore lines in the Hawaiian Islandsa 
Approximate 




-l80c . . . . • . . . . . • . Penguin Bank 
-300zd ... • . ... . . Mamala-Kahipa 
2 . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .Hanana 
5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Kapapa 
l2e . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ulupau 
25f . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . Waimanalo 
-60zg . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • Wa ipio 
45 . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . Waialae 
Approximate 










l, 200z .. . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . Mahana 
-1 , 200 to -1,800 Lualualei 
aModified after Stearns, H. T., Eustatic shorelines on Pacific Islands: 
Zeits. f. Geomorphologie, Supp. Vol . 3 , p. 7, 1961 . 
bEaston , W.R., New Pleistocene shore lines in Hawai i: Geel. Soc. America , 
Cordilleran Sec .. 61st Ann. Mtg . , Program, p. 21 , 1965. 
cPlaced at approximately 160 feet below sea level by Ruhe, R. v ., Williams, 
J.M. , and Hill , E.L. , Shorelines and submarine shelves , Oahu , Hawaii: Jour. 
Geology, vol. 73, pp. 48 5-497 , 1965. 
dThe minus-300-foot shoreline was named Mamala by Ruhe and others , op. cit .. 
p. 486. It is the same level as previously named by Stearns the Kahipa shore­
line, and Stearns (Geology of the State of Hawaii, p. 23, Palo Alto, 1966) 
suggests the compound name Mamala-Kahipa to avoid confusion. The minus-300-
foot level probably was reached several times during glacial maxima on the con­
tinents. The last time probably coincided with the last major (Tazewell) 
advance of the Wisconsin glaciation, approximately 17,000 years ago. If so, 
it must be later than the 5- and 12-foot stands of the sea, fossil shells from 
which have yielded ages. by the carbon-14 method, of approximately 26,000 and 
32,000 years respectively. (Ruhe, and others, op. cit., p. 494.) 
eNamed the "Ulupau Stand" by Wentworth , C.K., and Hoffmeister, J.E. , 
Geology of Ulupau Head, Oahu : Geol. Soc . America Bull., vol. 50, p. 1571, 1939. 
fTwo shorelines, respectively 22 and 27 feet above sea level. 
gRuhe, and others (op. cit .• p. 286), believe that -40 feet is a better 
value. 
hOriginally recognized by Stearns (op. cit., 1961 , p. 7), but not named by 
him. Named by Easton (op. cit.). 
GEOLOGY 
ISLAND OF HAWAII 
During the interval 1935-1951 there were 5 eruptions of 
Mauna Loa Volcano, but Kilauea remained completely inactive. 
In 1952 Kilauea returned to activity after a quiescence of 
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18 years. Since then, Kilauea has erupted 14 times, while 
Mauna Loa has remained entirely quiet. This 17-year quiet 
interval of Mauna Loa, which at the date of writing i s still 
going on, is the longest period of quiet of Mauna Loa in 
recorded history. 
The accompanying table gives the dates and other infor­
mation on the eruptions since 1946, supplementing tables 
appearing on pages 36 and 46. Figure 8 on page 26 replaces 
the figure appearing in the first printing. 
Hawaiian volcanic eruptions since 1946 
(Data from Macdonald, G. A., and Hubbard, D. H., Volcanoes of the National 




























1949 Jan . 6 14 5 2 Summit 13,000 61 5.6 77,000,000 
1950 June l 1 23 SW. rift 8 , 000 12 Js.o• 600. ooo .ooo• 
KilAlJ!:I>, 
1952 June 27 136 0 Halemawaau , 2 ,870 212 . 5 0.23 6.t , 000 , 000 
1954 May )l J 0 Halemau.au J, 180 18. 5 0.44 8 , 500 .000 
and caldera 











Kilauea Iki .. rift 3,500 100 53.5 0.8 0.24 4.1 8 51 , 000 . 000 1ss .ooo. ooo• 
1961 Feb . 24 I 0 HalemaWMu 3 , 150 12 . 2 .02 30,000b 




















E . rift.. rift J, 100-3 , 250 2, 700-3, lSO 14. 4 8.4 . 02 .06 43 0.000 l , 100,000 











E. rift .. rift 2, 300-3 , 000 J, 000-3, lSO 17 .0 9.5 3 . 0 .23 38,000,000 1 , 160,000 
aLava flow went i nto ocean: area given is above sea level , volume is 
estimated total . 
bAl>out 320, 000 cubic yards of lava poured i nto Halemaumau , but moat of it 
drained back into the vents. 
ISLAND OF KAUAI 
Dr. Stearns prepared the foregoing report on the geology 
of the island of Kauai (pages 82-90) and left the Hawaiian 
Islands before the geologic work on Kauai was completed. 
The mapping started by Stearns was finished, and the final 
report on Kauai was written by others. 45 The additional 
information that came from the later field work led to some 
45Macdonald , G.A., Davis, D.A., and Cox, D.C ., Geology and ground-water 
resources of the island of Kauai, Hawaii: Hawaii Div. Hydrography , Bull . 13 , 
212 pp. , 1960. 
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changes in interpretation . The principal differences from 
Stearns' earlier report are in the interpretation of the 
ridge extending eastward from Knudsen Gap to Kawai Point, 
which we may call the Haupu Ridge; that of the origin of the 
Lihue Basin, north of the Haupu Ridge; and that of the 
origin of the lower course of the Waimea River and the 
country just to the east . 
Stearns regarded the Haupu Ridge as the remnant of a 
shield volcano separate from the main Kauai shield, and 
centering around the mass of Haupu itself. If this were 
the case, the beds of lava in the west end of the ridge 
should dip westward. The later work showed, however, that 
the dips of the beds are continuously southeastward in the 
western part of the ridge, and parallel to those in the 
ridge of rocks unquestionably belonging to the main shield 
that lies to the west of Knudsen Gap. Structurally, the 
Haupu ridge is part of the main shield volcano. 
Th 1 45 . h S . . d .e ater report agrees wit tearns in consi ering 
Haupu peak itself to consist of massive, nearly horizontal 
flows of lava that accumulated in a small caldera or very 
large pit crater. It differs, however, in considering the 
crater not to be the summit caldera of an independent 
volcano, but rather to be a subsidiary collapse crater on 
the flank of the major shield, like Makaopuhi or one of the 
other pit craters on the flank of Kilauea Volcano. 
Stearns separated the rocks of Haupu Ridge from those 
of the main shield and named them the Haupu volcanic series. 
In the later report the rocks of the Haupu Ridge are included 
with those of the main volcano as part of the Waimea Canyon 
volcanic series. (See map, page 83.) 
Stearns believed the Lihue Basin to have been formed 
by erosional enlargement of the heads of the two big stream­
cut valleys that reached the sea respectively north and 
south of the Kalepa-Nonou ridge. Under that interpretation 
the ridge, and the nearby Aahoaka hill and Puu Pilo, repre­
sent pa~t of the divide between the stream valleys. However, 
the general trend of the ridge is nearly across the supposed 
courses of the stream valleys, and thus approximately at 
right angles to the general trend of ridges that normally 
would be left by erosive action of consequent streams. The 
circular form of the basin suggests its origin by collapse 
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in the manner of a caldera, as was suggested by Hinds46 and 
47this is the hypothesis adopted in the later report although 
certainly there has been modification of the original form 
of the caldera by later erosion. 
The hypothesis that the Lihue Basin originated by 
collapse has recently received support from geophysical 
studies, which have demonstrated the existence beneath the 
basin of a mass of very heavy rock similar to those found 
48beneath other Hawaiian calderas . The mass appears to be 
too dense to be a thick series of valley-filling lavas, and 
no other such dense masses have been. found related to post­
erosional eruptions, either on Kauai or on Oahu. It may, 
however, be related to the main Kauai caldera, and slightly 
offset from the caldera, as are the similar dense rock masses 
represented by gravity highs on the island of Hawaii. 49 The 
origin of the Lihue Basin still remains hypothetical, because 
the evidence that might supply the proof of origin lies 
buried beneath later lavas. 
The lower part of Waimea Canyon cuts sharply across the 
southwesterly trend that is normal for consequent streams on 
that part of the Kauai shield volcano. Stearns (p. 90) 
regarded the course of the Waimea River to be the result of 
westward displacement of the stream by late lava flows. 
50Physiographic studies by Palmer demonstrated that an 
approx i mately north-south fault must exist along the general 
course of the river, as had previously been suggested by 
Hinds. 51 Further studies demonstrated that the Waimea fault, 
which is buried by later lavas, is the western edge of a 
graben , the other boundary of which extends about N 10° W 
from a point 3 miles inland from Hanapepe. 52 
Lavas from the caldera poured into the graben, partly 
filling it . They are shown on the geologic map (p. 83) as 
the Makaweli formation. 
46Hinds , N. E .A. , The geology of Kauai 
Bull. 71 , p. 36, 1930. 





B . P. Bi shop ~useum 
48Krivoy, H.L. , Baker, M., Jr. , and Moe, E.E ., A reconnaissance gravity 
survey of the i s land of Kauai , Hawa ii: Pacific Sci. , vol . 19 . pp. 354 -358, 
1965. 
49Kinoahita, W.T ., A gravity survey of the island of Hawaii : Pacific 
Sc i . , vol. 19, pp. 339-340, 1965. 
50Palmer, H.S., Fault at Waimea , oahu: Pacific Sci., vol. 1, pp. 85-91, 
1947 . 
51Hinds, N. E.A. , op. cit., p. 79. 
52Hacdonald, Davia , and Cox, op. cit., pl. 1. 
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Just before and during the eruption of the lavas of the 
Koloa volcani c series, after the long period of erosion that 
followed the building of the main Kauai shield, voluminous 
landslides and mudflows brought down a large amount of rock 
debris and soil from the steep slopes of the mountainous 
central upland. In part, it was deposited as breccias at 
the foot of the steep slopes, in valley heads and along the 
border of the marginal lowland; but part of it was carried 
seaward by the streams and spread as gravels along the 
valleys, interbedded with the Koloa lavas. The breccias 
and conglomerates of this episode are i nd icated on the map 
as the Palikea formation. 
AGES OF HAWAUAN VOLCANIC ROCKS 
The geologic ages assigned to the volcanic rocks in 
the reports published by the Hawaii Division of Hydrography 
were estimates based largely on the depth of weathering and 
erosion they had undergone. Recently, more precise dating 
has become possible through the use of the potassium-argon 
method. The following table gives the ages, based on the 
work of McD0uga11, 53 Evernden and others, 54 and Naughton 
and Barnes. 55 
The K-A ages are consistent with the sequence of ages 
determined by geologic mapping and the degree of weathering 
and erosion. The changes in assigned geologic ages, shown 
in the two right-hand columns of the table, are largely due 
to the fact that the present accepted duration of the 
Pleistocene (2 million years) is about twice that previously 
accepted. Perhaps the greatest surprise in the K-A dating 
is the very young age (less than 0.8 million years) for the 
Pololu volcanic series in the Kohala Mountains of Hawaii. 
The youngness of the rocks is supported by magnetic studies, 
which show them to have a normal magnetic orientation, 56 and 
thus to be younger than the last reversal of the earth's 
53McDougall, I . • Potaaeium-argon ages from l avas of the Hawaiian Islands : 
Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 75 , pp . 107-128, 1964. 
54Evernden, J.F. , Savage, D.E . , Curtis , G. H. , and James, G.T . , Potassium­
argon dates and the Cenozoic mammalian chronology of North America: Am. Jour . 
Sci. , vol. 262, pp . 156-159, 1964 . 
55Naughton, J . J., and Barnes, I . L., Geochemical studies o f Hawaiian rocks 
related to the atudy of the upper mantle: Pacific Sci., vol. 19, pp. 287-290, 
1965 . 
56ooell, R . R.,. and Cox , A . , Paleomagnetism of Hawaiian lava flows : Jour. 
Geoph~a. Research , vol. 70 , pp. 3377-3405, 1965. 
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Ages of Hawaiian volcanic rocks 
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magnetic field, about 0.7 million years ago. Actually, 
despite such large canyons as Waipio and Waimanu valleys, 
the degree of erosional dissection of the Kohala Mountains 
is not incompatible with this young age. The interfluves 
b~tween the major canyons show only a small amount of 
dissection. 
One apparent discrepancy in age does exist, however. 
McDouga11 57 determined the age of the Mauna Kuwale "trachyte" 
(rhyodacite), in the Waianae Range of Oahu, to be 8.4 million 
years, as compared with 3.3 to 2.5 million years for the 
associated lavas of the lower and middle members of the 
Waianae volcanic series. To explain this, he suggested that 
the trachyte may be the top of an older volcano buried by 
the Waianae lavas--a suggestion made earlier also by 
Stearns, 58 but not supported by the relationships found in 
the field. 59 
McDougall's determination of the age of the trachyte 
was made on grains of biotite separated from the rock, 
57McDougall, I. , op. cit. 
58stearns, H.T., and vaksvik, K.N., Geology a.nd ground-water resources 
of the island of Qahu, Hawaii : Hawaii Div. Hydrography , Bull. l, p. 181, 1935. 
59Macdonald, G.A., and Katsura , T. , Chemical canposition of Hawaiian 
lavaa: Jour. Petrology , vol. 5, p. 95, 1964. 
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whereas the ages of the other rocks were determined by 
analysis of the whole rock. It appears possible that argon 
may have been lost from the basalts to a greater degree than 
from the biotite. This is supported by Naughton ~nd 
Barnes• 60 determination of 3.46 million years as the age of 
the trachyte on the basis of whole-rock analyses. The latter 
age is still, however, somewhat greater than the ages deter­
mined for the associated rocks of the middle member, to which 
the trachyte appears most probably to belong. This remainirg 
discrepancy may be explained by the fact, clearly demon-
61strated by Funkhouser that part of the argon in the 
biotite was derived from the original magma at the time of. 
crystallization, instead of from the decay of potassium 
within the biotite. 
Fossils dredged from a depth of 1650 to 1700 feet below 
sea level at the outer edge of a prominent terrace 6 miles 
. 62 Th .southwest o f Hono1u 1u are o f .Miocene age. e terrace is 
part of the Lualualei terrace of Stearns (page 14). The 
fossils include shallow-water corals, thus substantiating 
the belief that the terrace was cut by waves near sea level 
and has since been submerged as much as 1800 feet . Thus, 
island masses must have been present in the Hawaiian area 
during Miocene time, some 15 million years ago, and the 
volcanoes that make up the present major islands were built 
at least in part on the truncated remnants of older vol­
canoe The older volcanoes may well have been approxi­
mately contemporaneous with those that formed the bases 
beneath the limestone caps of the Leeward Islands. 
60Naughton and Barnes, op. cit. 
61Funkhouser, J.G., The determination of a series of ages of a Hawaiian 
volcano by the potassium-argon method: unpublished thesis for the Ph . D. degree, 
University of Hawaii, 1966. 
62Menard, H.W ., Allison, E. C., and Durham, J . W., A drowned Miocene terrace 
in the Hawaiian Islands: Science, vol. 138, pp. 896-897, 1962. 
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